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Abstract

Digital multimedia content and presentation means are rapidly increasing their sophis-tication and are now capable of describing detailed representations of the physicalworld. 3D exploration experiences allow people to appreciate, understand and interactwith intrinsically virtual objects.
Communicating information on objects requires the ability to explore them underdifferent angles, as well as to mix highly photorealistic or illustrative presentationsof the object themselves with additional data that provides additional insights onthese objects, typically represented in the form of annotations. Effectively providingthese capabilities requires the solution of important problems in visualization and userinteraction.
In this thesis, I studied these problems in the cultural heritage-computing-domain,focusing on the very common and important special case of mostly planar, but visually,geometrically, and semantically rich objects. These could be generally roughly flatobjects with a standard frontal viewing direction (e.g., paintings, inscriptions, bas-reliefs), as well as visualizations of fully 3D objects from a particular point of views (e.g.,canonical views of buildings or statues). Selecting a precise application domain and aspecific presentation mode allowed me to concentrate on the well defined use-case ofthe exploration of annotated relightable stratigraphic models (in particular, for localand remote museum presentation).
My main results and contributions to the state of the art have been a novel technique forinteractively controlling visualization lenses while automatically maintaining good focus-and-context parameters, a novel approach for avoiding clutter in an annotated modeland for guiding users towards interesting areas, and a method for structuring audio-visual object annotations into a graph and for using that graph to improve guidanceand support storytelling and automated tours.
We demonstrated the effectiveness and potential of our techniques by performinginteractive exploration sessions on various screen sizes and types ranging from desktopdevices to large-screen displays for a walk-up-and-use museum installation.
Keywords: Computer Graphics, Human-Computer Interaction, Interactive Lenses, Focus-and-Context, Annotated Models, Cultural Heritage Computing.



Har Chand Ke Aeejad-e-Maani Hai KhudadKoshish Se Kahan Mard-e-Hunarmand Hai Azad !

Indeed it is a gift by divine to [be able to]coin fresh words with new meanings;Yet skillful artist must work hard [to redeem this gift],as it cannot be achieved without effort.

È davvero un dono che sa di divino [poter]Dare vita a parole nuove con significati nuovi;Ma l’artista per eccellenza è chi lavora sodo [per fare suo questo dono],perché non si può ottenere senza sforzo.

—Dr. Allama IqbalPoem 141 : Ejad-e-Ma’ani | Book: Zarb-e-Kaleem
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List of Figures

1.1 Stratigraphic models. Three of the many layers relevant for inspectionof a painting. The main color is the albedo (diffuse reflectance) of thepainting. The bottom circle displays the specularity layer, which em-phasizes changes of the materials. The top circle displays a monochro-matic shaded representation of the geometry, where surface detailsand cracks are visible. The painting has been acquired at the NationalArchaeological Museum of Cagliari (see chapter 6) . . . . . . . . . . 191.2 Visual annotations of a cultural heritage object. Interesting areas ofthe model have been annotated with overlay drawings. Each annota-tion also points to external data providing information, and may beconnected also to other annotations. Hundreds of these markups maybe associated with a model. Finding the relevant ones, and displayingthem is a real challenge. The model is a reconstruction of the OlivettiSandcast by Costantino Nivola done at CRS4 and ISTI-CNR and anno-tated by the Nivola Museum curators [1]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201.3 Result examples. Two examples of application of our techniques to theinteractive inspections of annotated relightable stratigraphic modelson a large touch screen. On top, a multi-layered relightable modelis explored with a visualization lens. During exploration, the cameraresponds to lens motion to always ensure a good focus-and-contextsituation. At the bottom, an annotated model is explored using thelens. The models have been acquired at the National ArchaeologicalMuseum of Cagliari (see chapter 6) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
2.1 Example of annotation on a 3D scan model. Three different levels ofannotation are associated to the 3D scan of a statue of an archer: (left)a hypothesis of the reconstruction of the missing archer’s bow; (center)five archer’s parts highlighted with contours and text annotation, i.e.,the quiver, the armguard, the remaining part of the bow, the archer’sglove, and a reinforcement part; (right) motifs of the decorated gloveand armguard. (image from our JOCCH 2021 contribution [33]) . . . . 24
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2.2 Different region-selection approaches for 3D surfaces. Selecting theregion to be annotated strongly depends on the working space and onthe representation scheme adopted for encoding the object of interest(image courtesy of Federico Ponchio [24]) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 262.3 Interactive lens. At run-time, the user moves a lens that defines alocal area in which annotations are displayed. In this case, in additionto linear annotations highlighting cracks, an alternate achromatic ge-ometry view is displayed inside the lens. Left: without lens; Middle:lens with achromatic view; Right: lens with achromatic view and linearannotation layer (image from our JOCCH 2021 contribution [33]) . . . 302.4 Automatic recommendation approach. At run-time, users navigateinside the 3D scene, while adaptively receiving unobtrusive guidancetowards interesting viewpoints and history- and location-dependentsuggestions on important annotations, which is adaptively presentedusing 2D overlays displayed over the 3D scene. Image reprinted fromBalsa et al. [47]) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
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(right). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383.5 Performance evaluation. Our controller (LC) was compared to thestandard separate controller for camera and the lens (STD). The graphsshow the time in seconds used to complete the task consisting of 5target-positioning trials. A total of 25 users were evaluated. In theboxplots, center lines show the medians, box limits indicate the 25thand 75th percentiles as determined by R software, and whiskers extend1.5 times the inter-quartile range from the 25th and 75th percentiles,while outliers are represented by dots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
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3.6 Usability evaluation of lens control. Diverging stacked bar charts ofSUS questionnaire responses concerning our controller (LC) and thestandard controller (STD). The color scale goes from red (strongly dis-agree) to blue (strongly agree). The labels near the right axis sum-marize the per-question statistical significance resulting from ANOVA(ns → p > 0.05; ⋆→ p ≤ 0.05; ⋆⋆→ p ≤ 0.01). . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
4.1 Exploration of annotated models. We introduce an approach for im-proving navigation with interactive lenses. Right: Knowledge of anauthored annotation database with pre-computed lenses guides userstowards interesting regions through an unobtrusive interface. Left:guidance is provided by selecting target lenses based on a relevancescore computed from the current lens position, camera parameters,and navigation history. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 454.2 Annotation selection. Annotations with annotated lenses cover thedataset with a lot of overlap (left). At run-time we rank the annotationsbased on a similarity computation with the current lens and view (mid-dle), and select the best annotations based on the assigned score. Ifthe selected annotation is close enough to the current lens, it is imme-diately displayed (right), otherwise it is suggested to the user, who canaccept or reject the suggestion. In the middle image, lenses associatedto individual annotations are color-coded white to red based on thescore computed for the lens in the right image. . . . . . . . . . . . . 474.3 State machine for assisted navigation in an annotated model. . . . 514.4 Lens with suggestions. During suggestion presentation, accept/rejectbuttons and indications of content and direction of changes for targetlens are presented. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 524.5 Assisted navigation user interface evaluation. Left: our controller;Middle: static thumbnail bar; Right: Adaptive thumbnail bar . . . . . 544.6 Usability evaluation of assisted exploration of annotated models. Di-verging stacked bar charts of SUS questionnaire responses concerningour controller (LC), static thumbnail bars (FIX), and dynamic thumb-nail bars (DYN). The color scale goes from red (strongly disagree) toblue (strongly agree). The labels near the right axis summarize the per-question statistical significance resulting from ANOVA (ns → p > 0.05;

⋆→ p ≤ 0.05; ⋆⋆→ p ≤ 0.01). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
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5.1 Overview. Left: The user explores the scene using an interactive lens,and the best annotation under the lens is presented by playing theassociated audio clip and showing the visual markup in overlay. Middle:when the user releases control, requests guidance, opts for automatictouring, or when no available annotations are under the lens, the systemindicates the next best annotation using glyphs. Right: if the userremains inactive, the lens is moved towards the selected target. Thisapproach can be used to generate intuitive tours through the data thatdynamically respond to user actions, seamlessly transitioning from fulluser control to automatic navigation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 605.2 The annotation graph for hierarchical grouping. Edges in the graphpoint to enabling nodes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 625.3 Annotation Navigation StateMachine. Two main navigation modalitieshave been implemented, i.e., the manual interaction (cyan box) andthe auto-tour (yellow box). In the first mode the users freely move thelens, while in the latter they are guided through annotations that areautomatically selected. To enter the auto-tour mode the users just stopthe interaction with the lens interface; re-touching the interface willbring it to the manual mode. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 645.4 Topology distance. Annotation graph with parent and sibling relations.Topology distances computed with respect to the red node. Topologyscore is derived by the depicted formula with dMAX = 4. . . . . . . . 695.5 Annotation Rendering. Rendering within the lens shows the originalannotation colors, instead for content outside of the lens the colors aretransformed into grayscale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 705.6 Interface glyph. Glyphs rendered during interaction with the lens out-side the current annotation area. A cross button, placed over the lensborder, can be used to communicate Done signal. Red arrow and spotindicate the direction and position of the next annotation center. Handlens with minus sign, indicates necessity of zoom out (plus sign wouldbe used for zoom in). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 715.7 Multiplatform application. The same web-based implementation isused for multiple use cases. The top image shows the applicationrunning inside a web browser on a desktop platform. The bottomimages show two frames from the recorded video of an interactivesession on a large touch screen for a walk-up-and-use museum installation. 735.8 Mont’e PramaDataset. Three statues from the Mont’e Prama collectionof prehistoric stone sculptures (from left to right): Warrior n.3, Archern.5, and Boxer n.15. The left image shows the content of all the annota-tions of the database, while the right image shows the correspondinglenses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
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5.9 Annotation Classes. Derived from the literature [93], we create a varietyof annotation classes i.e., (a) graphical extensions of missing parts, (b)regions of peculiar patterns and designs, (c) highlighted areas withparticular conservation states, (d) visual pointers to regions interestedby biological phenomena hardly visible to the naked-eye, and (e) historicand sculpting details. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 755.10 Automatic navigation. Top row (yellow outline):an example of au-tomatic navigation without using the dependency graph. The pathproceeds by going from an annotation to the most similar one, withouttaking into account semantic aspects (e.g., same statue, from more gen-eral to specific annotation). Other rows (blue outline): several examplesof automatic navigation with the dependency graph. All explorationpaths start from the same annotation, and all tours share a similar flow,dictated by authored graph dependencies. Nonetheless, they introducevariations due to our stochastic next-best annotation selection process.The dependencies introduce semantic aspects, in this example favoringthe presentation of a statue’s detail after presenting its overview. . . 765.11 Mixing automatic and free exploration. Our framework enables bothautomatic and free navigation. As soon as the user moves the lens(transitions marked with red arrow), the automatic navigation stops.When it restarts (transitions marked in green), the next frame is selectedby taking into account both the dependency graph, the navigationhistory, and the user-updated lens and view configuration. . . . . . . 765.12 Score vs Weights Correlation. We show the Pearson correlation coef-ficient between the final annotation score and each factor that con-tributes to that score. We can see that the three most important factorsare the Overlap, Topology, and Location weights. . . . . . . . . . . . 775.13 Autotour Test - Evaluation. Histograms of responses for the statementsin Table 5.1. Responses are color mapped from left (dark red, Strongly
Disagree) to right (dark blue, Strongly Agree). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 805.14 Autotour Test - Statements Score. Scores obtained by each statementin Table 5.1. Positive scores mean agreement, while negative scoresmean disagreement. In blue are statements that favor the GRAPH visit,while in red are those that favorite the FREE visit. In all statements,users agree that GRAPH visit is better than FREE one. . . . . . . . . . 815.15 Interaction Test - Evaluation. Histograms of responses for the state-ments in Table 5.2. Responses are color mapped from left (dark red,
Strongly Disagree) to right (dark blue, Strongly Agree). . . . . . . . . 825.16 Interaction Test - Statements Score. Scores obtained by each statementin Table 5.2. Positive scores mean agreement, while negative scoresmean disagreement. In blue are statements that favorite the ADAPTIVEexploration, while in red are those that favorite the FIXED navigation.Apart from statement 5 and 9, users agree that ADAPTIVE visit is betterthan FIXED one. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84
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6.1 Capture and relighting of a painting (panel of the polyptych retable
of Saint Bernardino (1455), Cagliari, Italy). The optical response of thepainting surface to variable illumination is measured by taking a fewtens of photos using a fixed reflex camera and a hand-held LED (left).The Multi-Light Image Collection is then transformed to a shape andmaterial representation, which is used for interactive relighting (right) 916.2 Capture and relighting of a painting (panel of the polyptych retable of
Saint Bernardino (1455), Cagliari, Italy). Details of the components ofthe capture setup. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 916.3 Retablo S. Bernardino - Prophet Daniel. From left to right, top to bot-tom: relighting of the computed SV-BRDF by using a directional light;relighting of the computed SV-BRDF by using a spot light; monochro-matic rendering; normal map layer; diffuse/albedo map; relighting ofthe specular component by using a directional light. . . . . . . . . . 926.4 Retablo S. Bernardino - Piety of Christ. From left to right, top to bot-tom: relighting of the computed SV-BRDF by using a directional light;relighting of the computed SV-BRDF by using a spot light; monochro-matic rendering; normal map layer; diffuse/albedo map; relighting ofthe specular component by using a directional light. . . . . . . . . . 926.5 Retablo S. Bernardino. Multi-layer visualization through a lens toolin a focus-and-context setup. The context consists in the rendering ofthe computed SV-BRDF by using spot (left) or directional (right) light.Inside the lens we render a different layer or use a different renderingmode, in order to facilitate the inspection of some shape and materialcharacteristics of the surface (e.g., normal map and surface roughness). 936.6 Retablo S. Bernardino - Prophet Daniel - Interaction sequence on large
touch screen. Representative frames from an interactive session on a98 inch touch screen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 946.7 Retablo S. Bernardino - Piety of Christ - Interaction sequence on large
touch screen. Representative frames from an interactive session on a98 inch touch screen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 956.8 Nora Stone acquisition. We performed an on-site free-form MLIC ac-quisition, with a fixed 36.3 Mpixels DSLR FX Nikon D810 Camera with a
50mm AF Nikkor Lens and a moved handheld white LED (5500K) cover-ing the entire visible spectrum with more than 60 images. The acquireddata has been calibrated with four glossy spheres (for light direction),and with a white frame positioned around the object . . . . . . . . . 966.9 Stele di Nora - Multi-layered Representation. From left to right, top tobottom: relighting of the computed model by using a directional light;monochromatic rendering; normal map layer; diffuse/albedo map; twolayers created by editing the original layers, i.e., a standard renderingwith a restored original rock without the letter colors, and a map withhighlighted letters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
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6.10 Nora Stone - Lens-based visualization of the Annotated Multi-layered
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Digital multimedia content and presentation means are rapidly increasing their
sophistication and are now capable of describing detailed representations of
the physical world. 3D exploration experiences allow people to appreciate,
understand and interact with intrinsically virtual objects. Communicating infor-
mation on objects requires the ability to explore them under different angles,
as well as to mix highly photorealistic or illustrative presentations of the object
themselves, with additional data that provides additional insights on these
objects, typically represented in the form of annotations. The main research
challenges are how to effectively present a model under different angles, and
how to communicate the auxiliary (geometric, conceptual and semantic) infor-
mation. In this thesis, I concentrated on cultural-heritage-computing use cases,
tackling these problems for the very common and important special case of
mostly planar, but visually, geometrically, and semantically rich objects or visual
representations. This chapter outlines the scientific motivation behind this
research, a brief summary of research achievements, and enlists the structure
of organization of this thesis.

1.1 Background and motivation
The virtual inspection of digital scenes, including simulation results or digital replicasof physical objects, is of fundamental importance for many use cases in disparateapplication fields. A typical example occurs in the Cultural Tourism and Cultural Heritage(CH) domains, where the virtual inspection of cultural objects is recognized as a preciousmeans to support the three main stages related to the enjoyment of the artworks, i.e.,the pre-visit (documentation and planning), visit (immersion and enhancement) andpost-visit (emotional possession and linking) phases [2], [3].
While early approaches of 3D inspection mainly focused on passive visual presentations,
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Figure 1.1: Stratigraphic models. Three of the many layers relevant for inspection of apainting. The main color is the albedo (diffuse reflectance) of the painting. The bottomcircle displays the specularity layer, which emphasizes changes of the materials. Thetop circle displays a monochromatic shaded representation of the geometry, wheresurface details and cracks are visible. The painting has been acquired at the NationalArchaeological Museum of Cagliari (see chapter 6)

e.g. image galleries or authored videos in museums, the interest has now shifted toletting users directly drive exploration. This is because interactive methods are knownto better support experts in inspection tasks, as well as to improve engagement ofcasual users in museums [4], [5].
In this context, in parallel to generic interactive viewers displaying fully-3D virtualreplicas (e.g., [6], [7]), relighting interfaces, popularized by Reflectance TransformationImaging (RTI) viewers [8], have emerged as one of the most successful explorationmodes. This success is due to several practical reasons that facilitate the deploymentof such viewers.
First of all, the continuous improvement of controllable lighting and digital photographyhas made the acquisition of high-resolution multi-light image collections practical andaffordable using many different and affordable physical setups [9]. Such a collection ofsamples, typically arranged in image stacks, provides massive amounts of visual datathat can be analyzed to extract information and knowledge on shape and appearance.In particular, from this data, it is possible to create stratigraphic representations, i.e.,multi-layered images, that may contain maps computed from feature detection and
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Figure 1.2: Visual annotations of a cultural heritage object. Interesting areas of themodel have been annotated with overlay drawings. Each annotation also points toexternal data providing information, and may be connected also to other annotations.Hundreds of these markups may be associated with a model. Finding the relevant ones,and displaying them is a real challenge. The model is a reconstruction of the OlivettiSandcast by Costantino Nivola done at CRS4 and ISTI-CNR and annotated by the NivolaMuseum curators [1].

enhancement [10], shape information in the form of normal map [11], [12], appearancemap [13], [14], and relightable models that allow the interactive simulation of differentilluminations [15].
Such representations naturally support a type of visualization very appropriate toinspect fine surface details and resembling the classical physical inspection rakinglight sources to reveal surface detail of actual objects under study. Moreover, therestriction of camera motion to panning and zooming is very appropriate to a varietyof cultural objects and, at the same time, removes one of the main difficulties of 3Dexploration applications, reducing learning curves [16]. For this reason, interactiveinspection of relightable images has been applied to a wide range of items [17], and arevery appropriate both for expert and casual users.
Most often, several facets of the same models, have to be presented to fully understandthem (see Figure 1.1). Examples include showing the appearance of an object beforeand after restoration interventions, displaying details only visible in particular spectralbands from a multi-spectral capture, showing underpainting and overpainting layers,or enhancing geometric information while removing or toning down material color [9].For this purpose, a wide variety of tools have been proposed for targeting eitherstatic exploration of multi-faceted image data (e.g., multi-spectral or stratigraphicdata [18], [19] or multi-light image collections [20], [21]), or dynamic exploration throughrelighting [9]. In all these cases, the selection, visualization, and comparison of differentways to look at an object proves challenging [22].
Moreover, creating an informative and engaging experience requires, however, to gobeyond the pure visual presentation of one or more color or geometric layers. Inparticular, annotations linked to the digital model are often used to provide betterinsights to the user [23]. Traditionally, such annotations let authors identify specificregions, visually mark them with overlay text or drawing, and link them to metadata orother information that characterizes the significance of those regions [24]. However,finding relevant annotations, and presenting them in a comprehensible way without
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Figure 1.3: Result examples. Two examples of application of our techniques to theinteractive inspections of annotated relightable stratigraphic models on a large touchscreen. On top, a multi-layered relightable model is explored with a visualization lens.During exploration, the camera responds to lens motion to always ensure a good focus-and-context situation. At the bottom, an annotated model is explored using the lens.The models have been acquired at the National Archaeological Museum of Cagliari (seechapter 6)

cluttering the display, and in a coherent order while conveying a context- and user-dependent narrative, is very challenging [22], [25] (see Figure 1.2 for a typical example).

1.2 Objectives
Based on aforementioned considerations, further expanded in chapter 2, I set as agoal of this theses to advance the state-of-the-art in the exploration of annotatedstratigraphic 2D models by focusing on solving the following research problems:

1. How to better display multiple layers and annotations to avoid clutter.This problem is related to two sub-problems. First, users should focus on theobject themselves and use annotations to understand them, so the display ofthe annotations should not mask relevant parts of the object under inspection.
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Second, many of the objects’ areas contain multiple annotations, and their mutualdisplay creates overload and visual conflicts.
2. How to guide the user within an annotated world with a suitable interface.This is related to the fact that in order to understand objects, users must discoverinformation which is often not immediately visible, and must be guided towardsareas of interest that contain annotations. In order to deliver a coherent flow ofinformation, moreover, this guidance should take into account not only relationsbetween objects and annotations, but also the relation among the differentannotations and the history of navigation.

1.3 Achievements
The solutions proposed in this thesis introduce a novel way to explore annotatedmodels by building on the concepts of visualization lenses [26] and user guidance [27].Lenses are the means to provide alternative visual representations for selected regionsof interest of a display, while guidance techniques applied to lenses and structuredannotation databases let the system provide assistance in discovering and selecting themost relevant annotations in response user needs (see Figure 1.3).
My main results and contributions to the state of the art are the following:

• A novel technique for interactively controlling visualization lenses while auto-
matically maintaining a good focus-and-context visualization (chapter 3). Themethod, introduced at EUROVIS 2021 and published in the Computer GraphicsForum journal [22] automatically couples lens and camera control and is applica-ble to all sorts of multi-faceted visualizations. My prime contribution was on theconceptualization, methodology, and validation of the developed method.

• A novel approach for avoiding clutter in an annotated model and guiding users
towards interesting areas (chapter 3). In addition to traditional visual markupsand information links, we associate to each annotation a lens configuration thathighlights the region of interest. During interaction, an assisting controller de-termines the next best lens in the database based on the current view and lensparameters and the navigation history. Then, the controller interactively guidesthe user’s lens towards the selected target and displays its annotation markup.As only one annotation markup is displayed at a time, clutter is reduced. Themethod is also discussed in our EUROVIS 2021/Computer Graphics Forum contri-bution [22]. My prime contribution was on the conceptualization, methodology,and validation of the developed method.

• A method for structuring audio-visual object annotations into a graph and for
using the graph to improve guidance and support automated tours (chapter 5).The approach, originally presented at STAG2021 [28] (honorable mention award)and later extended for the Computers and Graphics journal [29] makes it pos-sible to support both autonomous and fully-guided visits. I have significantlycontributed to the conceptualization, methodology, and validation of the method.
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A later simplified refinement has been applied to the exploration of a very largeannotated artwork for an exhibition [1]. For this latter use case, my contributionis only in the application of the previously designed approach based on lenses tothis particular use case.

1.4 Organization
This thesis is based on the results that I have published in project deliverables [30]–[32],articles [22], [29], and conference proceedings [28]. I have organized them in order toshow in a natural and coherent order all the outcomes obtained. Following is a briefoverview of each chapter:

• chapter 1 (this chapter) introduces the topic and motivation for this Ph.D. disser-tation, described my objectives, and summarized my results.
• chapter 2 provides a general background for the thesis, providing a wider viewof previous approaches.
• chapter 3 describes the technique I have introduced for controlling visualiza-tion lenses while maintaining focus-and-context, compares it with the relevantliterature, and evaluates it through a user study;
• chapter 4 describes how I exploit the concept of guidance to drive the lenstowards interesting areas, letting user discover annotations; the chapter includesa user study in the cultural heritage domain that also evaluates the focus-and-context controller;
• chapter 5 extends the two above techniques by organizing annotations into agraph to express desired presentation order and evaluates the new approach ona user study in the cultural heritage domain;
• chapter 6 illustrates two examples of usage of the presented techniques in thecontext of cultural heritage pilots carried out within the EVOCATION project.
• chapter 7 provides a conclusion and short summary of the achievements, and acritical discussion of the results obtained and of how they advance the state-of-the-art, as well as some reflections on future lines of work.
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Chapter 2

General background

Before presenting the thesis contribution, I provide relevant background in-
formation on annotations linked to object, covering applications, creation and
structuring, and annotation presentation. I will then focus on presentation
and display issues, which are the main topics of the thesis, identifying open
problems and introducing the solutions that will be detailed in the forthcoming
chapters.

2.1 Contextual information representation
and presentation

In this thesis, I tackle the problem of improving the exploration of objects associatedwith additional data that provides insights on these objects, typically represented inthe form of annotation (see Figure 2.1 for an example).

Figure 2.1: Example of annotation on a 3D scan model. Three different levels ofannotation are associated to the 3D scan of a statue of an archer: (left) a hypothesis ofthe reconstruction of the missing archer’s bow; (center) five archer’s parts highlightedwith contours and text annotation, i.e., the quiver, the armguard, the remaining part ofthe bow, the archer’s glove, and a reinforcement part; (right) motifs of the decoratedglove and armguard. (image from our JOCCH 2021 contribution [33])
The technical term annotation, in this context, refers to a mechanism that links a sub-portion of a geometrical representation of an object to some related information not
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present in the object itself. As noted elsewhere [24], while this concept has a long storyand was managed in the past by the use of 2D technical drawings or thematic mapswith an associated legend, nowadays interactive digital instruments open much widercapabilities. Many application domains, see subsection 2.1.1, are routinely creating andexploiting annotated 3D objects.
The use of auxiliary information to integrate and enhance the presentation of complexdata within interactive digital applications has a long history, and 3D environmentswhere textual information is attached to the models in a spatially coherent way havebeen thoroughly studied [34]. Moreover, a number of authors have proposed tech-niques for presenting 3D models and textual information in an integrated fashion [16],[35]–[37]. In this thesis, we aim to build on this previous research, focusing mainly onthe problem of stratigraphic model exploration with annotation overlays.
2.1.1 Applications
Annotations are pivotal components for applications requiring the visual examinationof (virtual) objects of focus.
In 3D modeling, for instance, tools such as Sketchfab [7] or the ShapeNet system [38]allow users to add comments and metadata for better understanding of the object andalso supporting quick search and retrieval process [39]. Moreover, the gaming industryuses annotated indicators to set-up game narrative for players, whereas developers usemeta-data and annotated labels for tagging and organizing UI elements. In addition,
CAD Models are prime sources to use annotated geometry, as they utilize both genericand numerical metadata in mechanical structures and drawings. Moreover, many web-based 3D applications are increasingly offering annotation features on 3D objects [38],[40]–[42].
Many areas including Medicine, Biological Sciences, Cultural Heritage, Digital Humani-ties, 3D Modeling, and Computer Aided Design are having a wide range of applicationsfor Annotated Models [24].
For instance, in medicine and biological sciences, scanning equipment such as CT
(computerized tomography) and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) processes a stackof images for inspection of internal body parts, such as bones, joints, and organs.Data-sets are typically annotated with regions of interest over the 2D or 3D digitalresults, which must be preserved among the generated 2D/3D imagery data-set, as it isimportant in the diagnosis process [43].
Cultural Heritage and Digital Humanities, which are the target domain for the researchperformed in this thesis, routinely work on images or 3D models, and pioneered theusage of digital clones of artifacts for study [44]. In this context, annotations are acommon feature of many systems [41], [42], [45]–[48]. These examples show evidenceof the extended use of annotations in 2D and 3D systems.
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2.1.2 Annotation creation and structuring
The majority of data representations for context-aware systems focus on general repre-sentations for data interconnections, rather than on interconnections between struc-tured information and associated objects [49].
Since annotations are external information spatially associated to 3D models, theyrequire both the identification of a location/region over a model and the creation of anexplicit link between that spatial element and structured, semi-structured or unstruc-tured data that provides a characterization of the selected location/region [24]. Whileregions and associated annotations can be sometimes defined by (semi-)automatictechniques, as in semantic segmentation approaches, this use case is typically limited,and in most cases each annotated region is selected accordingly by a user that links itto metadata or additional information.
In the recent survey of Ponchio et al. [24], annotations are characterized in four classesby considering the dimensionality of the reference on the 3D object: point, wherea single point-wise position in the object 3D space locates and links the annotation;
linear, where a polyline on the surface identifies linear structures such as fracture linesor discontinuity lines; region, where a subset of the surface specified by an irregularpolygon is associated with a given annotation; volume, where sub-volumes definespatial regions to which annotations are linked.

Figure 2.2: Different region-selection approaches for 3D surfaces. Selecting the regionto be annotated strongly depends on the working space and on the representationscheme adopted for encoding the object of interest (image courtesy of Federico Pon-chio [24])
Surface-based approaches (i.e., linear and region) are the most commonly used ones.Selecting the region to be annotated strongly depends on the working geometric spaceand on the representation scheme adopted for encoding the object of interest (seeFigure 2.2). When working in surface space, region selection is done by triangle of pointselection, either by segmentation through direct picking of surface primitives [40], [43],[50] or by trimming through clipping over the profile of the annotation. When workingin texture space, a UV parameterization is defined over the 3D surface creating a linkbetween the 3D space and a 2D texture space. In this case raster selection defines areas
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as subsets of texture pixels, while vectorial selection defines 2D polylines in texturespace. Hybrid 2D-3D projected image space approaches define annotations by drawingon aligned images, and then propagates them onto the 3D surface or point-cloud byprojection [48], [51], [52]. Finally, Volumetric selection defines the requested portionof the surface is defined by intersecting the model with a volume, using either Voxels
enumeration on a volumetric structure [53], or by intersecting the surface with Simple
volumetric primitives [45], [54], or finally by Clipping polyhedra, i.e., intersecting thesurface with a a clipping volume defined by a closed manifold mesh [42], [55].
Balsa et al. [47] introduced a different sort of approach, which, instead of having annota-tions explicitly linked to a particular object region, considers them linked to a particularviewpoint. The approach is similar to Hybrid 2D-3D projected image space, but withoutexplicitly transferring the annotation to the surface. Moreover, in their approach, notonly the annotations are linked to the object, but they are also semantically linked be-tween them, to guide their display (see subsection 2.1.3). In particular, they use a graphof 3D views to represent the various relations between annotations and their spatialposition with respect to the 3D model. Each node associates a subset of the 3D surface(ROI) seen from a particular viewpoint to the related descriptive annotation, togetherwith its author-defined importance. Graph edges describe, instead, the strength of thedependency relation between information nodes, allowing content authors to describethe preferred order of presentation of information. The information graph is used toguide the information display (see subsection 2.1.3)
2.1.3 Annotation presentation
While in previous work much of the focus has been on how to create, represent, andmaintain annotations [24], [37], the work within this thesis to study more how, givena set of annotations, these can be effectively presented to effectively support a rich,informative, and engaging experience, with the goal of going beyond simple visualreplication, supporting information integration/linking, allow shape-related analysis,and providing the necessary semantic information, be it textual or visual, abstract ortangible.
As an object or scene is typically associated with many spatially-associated annotations,displaying all of them at the same time is infeasible, and even if possible, would gener-ate cluttering and cognitive overload. Special care should thus be taken to decide whenand how an information is presented. In the context of information visualization, thisis typically tackled by following guidelines inspired by the Visual Information-SeekingMantra: “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” [56]. However, mostworks on information visualization [57] concentrate on data analysis, extrapolatingresults and presenting them using graphical representations tailored for better hu-man comprehension, while in the context of annotation visualization the focus is ontechniques for enhancing 3D object exploration.
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Annotation presentation requirements

For the specific case of annotations on 3D objects, Balsa et al. [47] defined a specific setof requirements related to annotation display. While the original work was motivated bya cultural heritage application, they can be generalized to the general case of annotateddata display:
1. Information spatially connected with 3D models. Most of the information, tex-tual and visual, is spatially connected to a region of a 3D model. This impliesthat descriptive information should not only be associated to parts of the associ-ated objects, but also in relation with a viewpoint that permits the visualizationof the part of the object containing annotations. Moreover, different macro-structural and micro-structural views should be associated with different kindsof information, showing a dependence on scale.
2. Annotation presentation order. Relations exist among the different informationto be presented, which leads to the importance of deciding the order in whichthe information is presented. An inspection can thus be seen as a storytellinginstance, in which the subsequent presentation of several annotations deliversinformation by “telling a story”. The presentation order is often not strict, anddifferent storytelling paths are possible.
3. Annotation importance. Not all the information has the same importance. Whilesome descriptions are mandatory, others are more anecdotal and can be skippedin some presentations.
4. Annotation authoring. Textual and visual information (drawings, images) shouldbe supported. Editing should be made possible without particular training, andadding annotations and linking them should not require intervention of spe-cialized personnel. While any of the techniques introduced in subsection 2.1.2)may be used, for effective visualization purposes they should be combined withmethods defining importance and ordering.
5. Focus on analyzed object (avoid occlusion from interaction widgets). The impor-tant information is the visualized object itself, which should not be obstructed bygeneral clutter (e.g., interaction widgets or annotation display).
6. Fast learning curve and assisted navigation. In most applications for the generalpublic, where walk-up-and-use interfaces are expected, the visitor experiencecould be easily frustrated if the proposed interaction paradigm does not allowthem to immediately explore the content, through a natural user interface withan extremely short learning curve. Moreover, in cases that must manage largeamounts of visitors (e.g., museums), long training times and/or guided trainingare not affordable. The user interface should thus be perceived as simple, imme-diately usable. These considerations are also applicable to applications designedfor experts, since they are particularly the sophisticated / advanced users.
7. Engaging experience. For public installations, visitors do not want to be over-loaded with instructional material, but to receive the relevant information, learn,
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and have an overall interesting experience, which should be personal, self-paced,and exploratory. The user interface should provide guidance, while not beingperceived as overly obtrusive.
8. User interface and display flexibility. Since a given annotated object is typicallyexplored in different settings, one should support a wide range of setups. Infor-mation display should in particular be easily retargetable to different display sizesand aspect ratios.
9. Seamless interactive exploration. Following the Visual Information-SeekingMantra, most control modes should be active with real-time feedback, in orderto provide a sense of control, and support smooth and seamless object inspec-tion, going back and forth from shape inspection to detail inspection, and fromoverview to zooming and filtering operations.

Annotation presentation techniques

Visual displays can be categorized into different types based on the relation between therepresentation and its referent and the complexity of the information represented[58].Annotation display falls in the category of visual-spatial displays that dynamically mix3D representation with associated overlays.
Using linked multimedia information to enhance the presentation of complex datahas been long studied, mostly focusing on guided tours [59], text disposition andreadability [60], [61], usability of interaction paradigms [62], and the integration ofinterconnected text and 3D model information with bidirectional navigation [35], [36],[63]. Most of the CH data presentation tools also support the integration of intercon-nected text and model information with bidirectional navigation [6], [35], [36], [63], andseveral tools are emerging that also offer interfaces for multi-user annotation creation(e.g., Aioli [37]).
In most of these cases, pickable regions (points or surface areas) are displayed abovethe object and trigger an annotation display when selected, much as when clicking onhyperlinks in a web browser. Sometimes, e.g. in the bi-directional hyperlink system ofGoetzelmann et al. [35], links present in the textual annotation can also refer to theobject, and their selection triggers camera motion.
All these methods, however, require precise 3D picking to navigate through the infor-mation, thus presenting problems when targeting non co-located interaction setups(e.g., large projection displays), and often introduce clutter in the 3D view to display thepickable regions, especially when many annotations are present or they are extremelylarge. An alternative to picking are methods that use postures or gestures to triggervisualization of contextual information, e.g., in the form of contextual menus [64]. Byusing contextual selection, the active annotations below the cursor are only displayedon demand in the context menu, reducing clutter but losing the direct visual connectionbetween annotation and 3D object.
Another solution to reduce clutter in annotation display has been recently introducedby Jaspe et al. [48] by adopting an interactive lens approach [26], whose main purpose
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Figure 2.3: Interactive lens. At run-time, the user moves a lens that defines a localarea in which annotations are displayed. In this case, in addition to linear annotationshighlighting cracks, an alternate achromatic geometry view is displayed inside the lens.Left: without lens; Middle: lens with achromatic view; Right: lens with achromatic viewand linear annotation layer (image from our JOCCH 2021 contribution [33])
is to support multi-faceted data exploration. In their approach, on top of a definedvisualization mode for the 3D object, an alternative visual representation of a local areaof the data including annotations is displayed. This method has proved successful formulti-field visualization, and has been so far applied for annotation display only in thecontext of relightable image visualization.
All the above techniques, however, have difficulty in handling the case in which manyannotations are present at the same time: by displaying them on top of the objectclutter is created, while by not displaying them on top of the object the spatial rela-tion is lost. This is typically handled by defining annotation categories and explicitlyenabling/disabling the visible categories in the interface [6]. In this thesis, I will signifi-cantly expand upon this research, by defining novel techniques to move lenses, displayannotations, discover annotated areas, and receive guidance.

Figure 2.4: Automatic recommendation approach. At run-time, users navigate insidethe 3D scene, while adaptively receiving unobtrusive guidance towards interestingviewpoints and history- and location-dependent suggestions on important annotations,which is adaptively presented using 2D overlays displayed over the 3D scene. Imagereprinted from Balsa et al. [47])
An alternative solution has been introduced by Balsa et al. [47], which automatically se-
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lects only a single annotation at a time by exploiting the organization of annotation intoan information graph with importance and precedence relations (see subsection 2.1.2).In order to provide an engaging self-paced experience, they let users freely explore3D models using an interactive camera controller, while an adaptive recommendationengine based on a state machine runs in parallel with user interaction, and identifieswhich are the current most interesting information nodes, using a scoring system basedon the previous history of visited nodes, the dependency graph and the current userviewpoint (see Figure 2.4). A suggestion is then stochastically identified among thesecandidate nodes, with a probability proportional to the score. The non-deterministicchoice respects mandatory presentation orders, supporting classic authored story-telling, while introducing variations in the exploration experience. After a suggestion istaken or ignored. the information graph is updated, and a new suggestion is selectedbased on the new state. The so created story telling path is a non-linear dynamicexploration of the information graph.
Such an approach is very promising, but has only been applied to annotations linkedto view-points, forcing the camera to snap to fixed positions for annotation display. Inthis thesis, as we will see, I significantly expanded on this research by switching fromcameras to lenses.

2.2 Discussion and workplan
A wide variety of use cases and application domains require the ability to combine3D objects with annotations linking regions of them to additional information. Manysolutions have been proposed for the creation, organization, and display of annotations.For this thesis, within the domain of EVOCATION, I have looked, in particular, at theexploration of models with annotations. Open problems that I have identified withinthis area of research include

• How to define relations not only between objects and annotations, but alsoamong annotations themselves in order to guide their presentation;
• How to define recommendation systems that exploit this graph representation todetermine which annotation to display based on the current interaction context;
• How to better display annotations to avoid clutter;
• How to guide the user within an annotated world with a suitable interface.

In the following chapters, I will discuss the techniques that I have introduced to tacklethis problem. First, I introduce the usage of visualization lenses to provide selectivedisplay in a focus-and-context setting (chapter 3), and a will define solutions thatallow users to solely interact with the lens, without modal switches, to obtain a fullmulti-scale visualization of models. On top of this technique, I will then define amethod for associating specific lens configurations to annotations in the database,and I will exploit this information to display one annotation at a time, to avoid clutter,and to guide the user towards the areas with the most-relevant, context-dependentannotations (chapter 4). Finally, I will organize annotations in a graph that defines not
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only the relations between the annotations and regions of the object of interest, butthe precedence relations among annotations, allowing authors to define meaningfulinformation paths, and the system to provide improved guidance within an interfacethat can mix-and-match guided tours with free exploratory navigation (chapter 4).Finally, I will show two simple examples in which I have applied these techniques in thecultural heritage pilot of the EVOCATION project (chapter 6).

2.3 Bibliographic notes
The major part of this chapter has been taken from my contribution to the Chapter4 of EVOCATION Deliverable D3.1 titled as ”Scalable visualization techniques for large
captured datasets beyond simple visual replication” [30].
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Chapter 3

Supporting focus-and-context
exploration with visualization
lenses

As a first contribution towards better interaction with complex multi-faceted
objects, I introduce in this chapter a novel approach for controlling interactive
lenses. Focus-and-context exploration is supported by translating user actions
to the joint adjustments in camera and lens parameters that ensure a good
placement and sizing of the lens within the view. This general approach, imple-
mented using standard device mappings, overcomes the limitations of current
solutions, which force users to continuously switch from lens positioning and
scaling to view panning and zooming. While the method is generally applicable
to general 2D visualization, it is presented and evaluated for the exploration of
stratigraphic relightable models, which are extremely common use cases in the
target domain of cultural heritage. A user study has been performed in order
to validate our approach.

3.1 Introduction
Interactive visualization lenses are movable tools that provide alternative visual repre-sentations for selected regions of interest of a display. Due to their flexibility, they areamong the most widely used techniques in scientific and information visualization [26].In particular, they offer support to overview+detail (through a spatial separation indepth between the detail view in the lens and the overview outside it), focus+context(through the minimization of the seam between views), as well as cue-based techniques(thanks to the selective alteration of the visual representations) [65].
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Figure 3.1: Exploration of annotated models. We introduce an approach for improvingnavigation with interactive lenses. The general control scheme simplifies focus-and-context exploration by jointly adjusting camera and lens parameters in response to useractions.

Research on lenses is extremely wide. Tens of different techniques have been presentedfor visualization, and far more in related fields, the vast majority targeting the design ofthe intended lens effect for solving specific visualization problems [26]. In this chapter,we seek, instead, to define user-interface mechanisms to support effective navigationstrategies based on lenses.
Most real-world datasets typically have spatially-spread information that appears atdifferent scales and can be presented in various ways. While camera and lenses aretypically handled separately (see section 3.2), an effective multi-scale focus-and-contextvisualization imposes stringent constraints, which forces users to repeatedly performcomplex combinations of control actions. The lens must not only be maintained visiblewithin the current view, but it must also have a reasonable size in screen space, andshould be surrounded by enough context [65]. Current user-interface solutions eitherassume that the view remains static during lens-based exploration, limiting the size andscale of the exploration area, or force users to find reasonable exploration conditions bycontinuously switching from lens positioning and scaling to view panning and zooming,thus increasing cognitive load. To overcome these limitations, we introduce a noveluser-interface controller that maps user actions to the joint adjustments in camera andlens parameters that ensure a good placement and sizing of the lens within the view(section 3.3). This general approach, implemented using standard device mappings, isseamlessly integrated within a classic panning and zooming user interface. It makes itpossible to perform detail analysis with a lens without distraction, as well as to use thelens for wide-area exploration.
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While the introduced methods are generally applicable to any 2D visualization, ourmotivating application is in the cultural heritage domain, where it is essential to deliverinformative and engaging real-time experiences to the general public, that cannot beoverloaded with instructional material given within a very limited time span for usingthe system. In particular, we have implemented them for the exploration of stratigraphicrelightable models. These models are very common in cultural heritage use cases. Auser study has been performed in order to validate the basic principles of our approach(section 3.4).

3.2 Related work
Lens-based visualization has many aspects, and we refer the reader to the recent surveyby Tominski et al. [26] for an extensive coverage of the domain. While most of thework on lenses focuses on the definition of particular lens functions, several authorshave studied the problem of interacting with lenses, which is the focus of this work.Solutions, especially developed in the context of multi-touch interfaces include methodsto create and delete lenses (e.g., with five-finger picks [66]), to manipulate the lensgeometry (e.g., with pinch gestures [67]), or to parameterize the lens operations (e.g.,by controlling zoom levels with pinch [68]). The manipulation of lens position andscale has been treated, so far, especially related to lens magnification, by introducinghigh-precision control [69] or hierarchies of focus regions [70]. We introduce, instead,new ways to jointly control the relative positioning and scaling of the focus and contextareas.
While the techniques presented in this work are of general usage, and can be appliedto various multi-faceted 2D exploration tasks, we have focused our implementation onthe special case of stratigraphic relightable models. In the last decade, a wide varietyof tools have been proposed for targeting either static exploration of multi-faceted ormulti-light image data [18]–[21], or dynamic exploration through relighting [9]. In thiscontext, lens-based interaction with such models has been used previously by Jaspeet al. [33], [48] solely with the purpose of letting users see different layers inside oroutside the lens. By contrast, this chapter proposes novel techniques to move the lensfor free navigation. We will show in the next chapter how the method can be extendedfor assisted or automated motion, and can be combined with annotation display.

3.3 Focus-and-context lens and camera control
Interactive lenses maintain visual attention in the interior of the lens, emphasizing thedata analyzed by the user. The surrounding base visualization serves as context: ithelps users understanding relations between the altered and the base visualization,and provides spatial information to support location awareness while navigating. To beeffective, such a visualization must thus respect several constraints. In particular, thelens must be large enough to show a good amount of data inside it, but at the sametime small enough to allocate screen space for displaying enough surrounding contextto interpret the lens content and avoid getting lost in the dataset. Having surround
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space also permits lens motion in the neighborhood, to profit from spatio-temporalcue changes. In order to keep the lens relatively well centered in the view, and not toobig or too small in screen space, users must repeatedly switch between camera controland lens control, thus increasing cognitive load. In the following, we introduce a jointcontroller that allows users to better concentrate on their analysis task by automaticallyadjusting camera and lens parameters in response to user actions in real-time.
3.3.1 Control scheme
Our joint camera and lens controller, see Figure 3.2, evolves as a state machine respond-ing to user events, using the mapping described in subsection 3.3.3. Its behavior is asfollowing:

LENS
+

F&C

LENS 
NO
F&C

CREATE LENS
NO 

LENS

DELETE LENS F&C

NOT F&C

DELETE  LENS

Figure 3.2: State machine for joint camera and lens control.

(S0): No lens At the beginning, the application starts without a lens, and all the useractions are enacted on the camera, letting users pan and zoom across the model.When the user activates a lens, the controller automatically ensures that thefocus-and-context condition is met (subsection 3.3.2), and changes its state to
(S1).

(S1): Focus-and-context condition verified When the lens is moved or scaled, the pa-rameters of both the camera and the lens are adjusted to ensure that we remainin the focus-and-context condition (subsection 3.3.2). If, instead, the camera ismoved, the controller checks if the focus-and-context condition is violated afterthe motion, and, if so, changes the state to (S2). Lens deletion simply removesthe current lens and changes the state to (S0).
(S2): Focus-and-context condition not verified The motion of the camera and the lensare mostly decoupled, as in common user interfaces mappings. So, panning andzooming with the camera simply updates the view without changing the object-space position and scale of the lens; moving the lens changes its object-spaceposition, and the camera is only adjusted when it is needed to keep the lens inview. After updating the camera or the lens, the controller checks whether thefocus-and-context condition is now met and, if so, changes the state to (S1). Lensdeletion simply removes the current lens and changes the state to (S0).
3.3.2 Joint camera- and lens-parameters adjustment
At the core of our technique is the detection and enforcement of a focus-and-contextcondition. Given a lens of radius r placed at a position (x,y), a change in the relative
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Figure 3.3: Joint camera and lens parameter adjustment. The motion of the lens issubdivided between motion of lens and motion of camera based on the amount ofcontext available, as indicated by dx and dy, and the direction of motion.

positioning or scaling of the lens with respect to the view can be obtained either bydirectly moving the lens, or by applying the inverse of the same change to the camera.In our controller, we smoothly transition from camera control to motion control basedon the available amount of context.
First of all, we seek to have a lens which is not too small or too big with respect tothe current view, as measured by the size in pixels of the smallest length betweenviewport-width, viewport-height, viewed-dataset-width, and viewed-dataset-height.Therefore, we adjust the camera and not the lens if the scaling causes the lens radiusto be smaller than 10% or larger 20% of that size.
We then take into account the distance from the boundary to verify whether we needto adjust and compensate for a missing context. We start by measuring the horizontaland vertical distance to the visible context boundary resulting from just moving the lens(see Figure 3.3). For each of the directions, this distance is the smallest between thedistance to the viewport boundary and the distance to the dataset border expandedby an amount r

2 in screen coordinates. This expansion takes into account that usersmight want to explore up to the boundary of a dataset even though there is no visiblecontext across the boundary. We then consider, independently for each direction, howto subdivide the requested change in parameters between camera and lens. If thechange is in the direction of increasing the context, i.e., away from the boundary, allthe changes are applied to the lens. If, instead, the motion is towards the boundary, weconsider that, after the requested translation or scaling, at least a context of dimensionof half the radius of the lens should be preferably maintained to provide the user withenough information around the lens to help with data interpretation. Thus, if thedistance to boundary falls below that value, all the change requested is applied to the
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camera. If, instead, there is a large amount of context available (d > 3r in this thesischapter), all the change for that direction is applied to the lens. For the in betweenvalues, i.e., d = r..3r, we proportionally apply the change to both the camera and thelens. To apply uniform scaling, we average the independent solutions and clamp theresult to guarantee that we do not exceed the allowable distance to the boundary. Wethen apply the same scaling to both dimensions.
With this approach, the same input has a result that smoothly varies from lens controlto camera control and, if the user starts in a good focus-and-context condition (i.e.,
d ≥ r), it is guaranteed that the focus-and-context condition is also valid after motion.
3.3.3 User interface and device mapping
Our user interface for joint lens and camera control requires minimal user input, andcan be mapped to input devices in a variety of ways (see Figure 3.1). In our currentimplementation, we realized both a multi-touch solution and a mouse-controlled ver-sion. Lens creation is triggered by a long press (or a center mouse button click) at thepoint in which the lens must be initialized. Lens deletion is activated by long press (or acenter mouse button click) inside the current lens. Panning the camera or moving thelens is achieved by a one-finger pan gesture (or by dragging with the left mouse buttonpressed), differentiating whether we intend to control the lens or the camera by theposition of the cursor at the beginning of the gesture. Scaling the lens or zooming thecamera works similarly, using the pinch-to-zoom gesture for the multi-touch interface,and the mouse wheel or a up/down right button drag for the mouse control version.

Figure 3.4: Lens control user interface evaluation. Participants were asked to find,as quickly as possible, small annotations made on the model, using a small imageof the surroundings of the target annotation as the only guidance (left). When theuser-controlled lens is in the neighborhood of the annotation, a target lens is displayedover the annotation (middle). The task is accomplished when the users places its lensover the target (right).

3.4 Implementation and results
A reference system integrating all techniques described in this chapter has been imple-mented on a web-based platform. Stratigraphic relightable image preparation is doneoff-line and results in a repository containing a set of image layers and a configurationfile that describes the arrangement of layers. The data is made available by a standardweb server to a web client running in a browser on top of WebGL2, a JavaScript API that
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closely conforms to OpenGL ES 3.0 and can be used in HTML5 <canvas> elements with-out requiring plugins. The viewer is used both for annotating models and for exploringthem.
We have extensively tested our system with a number of complex heterogeneousdatasets. In this thesis, without loss of generality, we demonstrate its usage on a simplepainting use case stemming from the cultural heritage domain. The videos are availabletogether with the original publication [22].
The painting use-case concerns the exploration of relightable stratigraphic model ofthe Icon of St. Demetrios (17th - 18th century), see Figure 3.1 left, containing a normalmap and six color layers (visible, 2xIR, 2xUV, FC) generated from a multispectral RTIacquisition. A total of 33 annotations describe various damages (in particular cracks,woodworms, paint defects) and artistic/decoration details. The model was acquired bythe CRS4 team at Ormylia Foundation during a previous European Project (Scan4Reco -EU H2020 grant 665091). We thank Ormylia Foundation for the access to the artworksfor the purpose of digitization and for annotation information.
In order to provide a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of our approach,we designed and carried out a user study focused on the proposed novel interactioncapabilities.
For the user analysis, 25 participants (14 males and 11 females, with ages ranging from
11 to 69, median 41 years) were recruited among students, families and friends ofresearchers working at our center. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal visionand, as now extremely common, had basic computer or smartphone literacy.
Our first user evaluation focuses on the control scheme for jointly interacting withlenses and cameras, without any reference to an underlying annotation database.
The main goal of the evaluation was to assess whether the proposed joint cameracontroller provides advantages with respect to the classic controller in which the lensand the camera are separately controlled, in which actions outside the lens move thecamera, and actions within the lens move the lens. In the following, our control schemeis identified with LC (for lens+camera), while the standard scheme is identified by STD.
3.4.1 Setup
The experimental setup considered the reference system implementation describedabove. In order to reduce variability of results, we limited the comparison to the inter-face operated with mouse control, using the web-based implementation on desktop orlaptop platforms. The testing model was the painting dataset, which has a lot of visualand geometric details spread over the entire image.
3.4.2 Tasks
The experiments consisted in letting users try the two different manipulation controllersin the context of a target-oriented user interaction task [71]. We designed our task to
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measure performance for the macro-structure and micro-structure inspections taskstypical of cultural heritage model explorations (see Figure 3.4). Participants wereasked to find, as quickly as possible, small annotations made on the model, with thehelp of only an image of the surrounding of the target annotation. When the user-controlled lens is in the neighborhood of the annotation, a target lens is displayed overthe annotation. The task is accomplished when the user places its lens over the targetlens.
3.4.3 Design
Users were first allowed to become familiar with the two controllers by watching abrief video showing how they work. Then, each participant used the two interfaces inrandomized order. The test started with a short training session, in which the user couldfamiliarize with the interface and performed one task freely without it being scored.After the training session, the measured tests consisted of five trials, where targetswere randomly selected from a list of 20 potential candidates, so as to avoid any biasdue to a-priori knowledge of target positions. Including training, users dedicated lessthan 5 minutes to complete the evaluation.
In order to measure and quantify the perception of usability, the participants werealso asked to fill a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [72], a simple ten-itemLikert scale form with five response options for respondents (from Strongly agree to
Strongly disagree). The questions are related to (Q1) desired frequency of use; (Q2)perceived complexity; (Q3) perceived ease of use; (Q4) perceived need for support; (Q5)integration of functions; (Q6) perception of inconsistency; (Q7) possibility of using itwithout training; (Q8) perceived interface complexity; (Q9) confidence in using it; (Q10)and perceived quantity of information needed. As identified by Lewis and Sauro [73],Q4 and Q10 provide indications on learnability. while the other questions provideindication on usability.
All the tasks and filling of questionnaires were autonomously performed by the users,without supervision, by accessing web forms.
3.4.4 Performance evaluation
For completing their trials, users needed times ranging from 28s to 4min46s (median1min16s). Before collecting the results, we expected our controller to be faster, due tothe joint control of camera and lens.
Figure 3.5 shows the boxplots of the task completion times. The bottom and top of eachbox are the first and third quartiles, the band inside the box is the second quartile (themedian), and the ends of the whiskers extending vertically from the boxes representthe lowest datum still within 1.5 IQR (inter-quartile range) of the lower quartile, andthe highest datum still within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile. Outliers are indicated assmall circles. The analysis of results reveals that, independently from the expertise, theLC controller appears significantly faster and more stable than the standard approachof alternatively moving camera and lens. The median completion time for all users
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Figure 3.5: Performance evaluation. Our controller (LC) was compared to the standardseparate controller for camera and the lens (STD). The graphs show the time in secondsused to complete the task consisting of 5 target-positioning trials. A total of 25 userswere evaluated. In the boxplots, center lines show the medians, box limits indicatethe 25th and 75th percentiles as determined by R software, and whiskers extend 1.5times the inter-quartile range from the 25th and 75th percentiles, while outliers arerepresented by dots.

using the standard interface is 90.08s, against 52.34s for LC (42% improvement). Theanalysis of the IQR range and outliers also reveals that LC provides a more homogeneousperformance (see Figure 3.5). A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) further confirmsthat there was a significant effect on completion time at the p < 0.05 level for the twointerfaces [F(1,48) = 4.047, p = 0.0499].
Direct observation of user behavior indicates that in several cases, when using thestandard interface, the lens had to be picked and re-centered manually multiple times,as it tended to leave the field of view. The fastest users, when searching for targets farfrom the current location tend to quickly zoom out to see a larger area of the object, andthen zoom in to reach the target, both with the modal interface and our controller, whilemost users tend to analyze the object at a smaller scale using longer panning motion. Apossible improvement in our interface might thus be to incorporate speed-dependentzooming.
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Figure 3.6: Usability evaluation of lens control. Diverging stacked bar charts of SUSquestionnaire responses concerning our controller (LC) and the standard controller(STD). The color scale goes from red (strongly disagree) to blue (strongly agree). Thelabels near the right axis summarize the per-question statistical significance resultingfrom ANOVA (ns → p > 0.05; ⋆→ p ≤ 0.05; ⋆⋆→ p ≤ 0.01).

3.4.5 Usability evaluation
By analyzing the responses of the SUS questionnaires, summarized in the bar charts ofFigure 3.6, we obtain for our joint controller a SUS score of 79.6, which, according tostandard practices [74], rank the results as good. By contrast, for the standard controllersplitting camera and lens motion, we obtain a significantly lower SUS score of 65.7. TheANOVA results are reported in Table 3.1. They confirm that there was a significant effecton SUS score at the p < 0.05 level for the two interfaces [F(1,48) = 7.035, p = 0.011].ANOVA on answers to individual questions revealed that there was a very significanteffect on the perception of integration and consistency (Q5 and Q6 with p ≪ 0.01).Moreover, users perceived the standard method much more cumbersome than ourjoint controller (very significant effect on Q8 with p ≪ 0.01) and also more complex
LC vs. STD Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 SUS
F(1,48) 4.407 4.267 2.335 0.333 8.544 11.977 1.898 10.839 2.429 0.226 7.035
p 0.041 0.044 0.133 0.567 0.005 0.001 0.175 0.002 0.126 0.637 0.011
Significance ⋆ ⋆ ns ns ⋆⋆ ⋆⋆ ns ⋆⋆ ns ns ⋆

Table 3.1: Usability evaluation of lens control. Comparison of our method (LC) with thestandard disjoint controller (STD) using a one-way ANOVA on responses to SUS ques-tionnaires. The last row summarizes the per-question statistical significance resultingfrom ANOVA (ns → p > 0.05; ⋆→ p ≤ 0.05; ⋆⋆→ p ≤ 0.01).
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(significant effect on Q2 with p < 0.05). This is very likely due to the frequent modalswitches imposed by the decoupled controller, which lead to confusion. The preferencefor our controller is also reflected by the significant effect on the desired frequency ofuse (significant effect on Q1 with p < 0.05).

3.5 Discussion
We have presented an enhanced interaction controller that helps interactive explorationof a model with a lens by providing a mapping, mediated by an interaction metaphor,that meaningfully links user actions on the inside or outside of the lens to coordinatedcamera and lens motions that support focus-and-context exploration. Our evaluationof this aspect of the interface shows that the method appears to be well received andintuitive for casual users, making exploration times shorter, especially when inspectingan object at multiple scales, independently from the presence of annotations.
While our evaluation targeted a particular data kind (stratigraphic relightable models)coming from a single domain (cultural heritage), our methods are general enough tobe readily applied to other information visualization using lenses on a variety of 2Ddatasets. An important avenue of future work will be to extend them also to moregeneral 3D visualization. A particularly promising solution would be to explore theircombination with decal lenses [75], which act on patches of 2D manifolds built to attachsmoothly to non-flat surfaces. A promising solution would be to extend our approachto 3D by sliding and scaling these patches around the surface while maintaining enoughcontext visible.

3.6 Bibliographic notes
Most of the content of this chapter was presented in our EUROVIS 2022 contributionand published in the Computer Graphics Forum journal [22], which also includes thefollow-up work on annotations presented in the next chapter. Our EUROVIS talk ispublicly available here, and includes demonstration video and further related content.I have significantly contributed to the conceptualization, methodology, and validationof the method and was one of the primary authors of the paper. An early approachfor using lenses together with stratigraphic models was presented in our JOCCH 2021contribution [33]. That work, to which I contributed for the evaluation and data prepa-ration, allowed users to visualize multiple layers, but used only standard means for lenscontrol.
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Chapter 4

Assisted exploration of annotated
models using interactive lenses

The previous chapter has focused on methods for translating user actions to
joint camera and lens adjustments, with the goal of simplifying focus-and-
context exploration of general stratigraphic models. Here, we assume that
the explored models are annotated, and tackle the problem of annotation
discovery and display. In order to provide guidance, in addition to traditional
visual markups and information links, we associate to each annotation a lens
configuration that highlights the region of interest. During interaction, an
assisting controller determines the next best lens in the database based on
the current view and lens parameters and the navigation history. Then, the
controller interactively guides the user’s lens towards the selected target and
displays its annotation markup. As only one annotation markup is displayed at
a time, clutter is reduced. Moreover, in addition to guidance, the navigation
can also be automated to create a tour through the data. The capabilities of
our approach are demonstrated through a user study in a cultural heritage use
case.

4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, we have shown how users can explore a stratigraphic dataset at multiplescales by mapping user actions to the joint adjustments in camera and lens parametersthat ensure a good placement and sizing of the lens within the view (Figure 3.1). Such anapproach, implemented using standard device mappings, can be seamlessly integratedwithin a classic panning and zooming user interface, and makes it possible to performdetail analysis with a lens without distraction, as well as to use the lens for wide-areaexploration.
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Figure 4.1: Exploration of annotated models. We introduce an approach for improv-ing navigation with interactive lenses. Right: Knowledge of an authored annotationdatabase with pre-computed lenses guides users towards interesting regions throughan unobtrusive interface. Left: guidance is provided by selecting target lenses based ona relevance score computed from the current lens position, camera parameters, andnavigation history.

We further improve navigation with lenses by exploiting and extending the conceptof data annotations to provide guidance (section 4.3). Guidance is a process wherethe system provides assistance in response to information on user needs [76]. Whileexisting approaches mostly guide the interpretation of visualizations [27], we focus hereon assisting users in discovering interesting areas while navigating with the lens. Inthis context, we assume that the data under inspection has been enriched with visualannotations that mark and describe the areas of interest in the dataset [24]. Suchvisual cues, which can come from automated analysis or manual mark-up processes,are known to make data understanding easier for the viewer [23]. Finding relevantannotations, and presenting them in a comprehensible way without cluttering thedisplay, however, is very challenging [25].
In our approach, we associate to each annotation a lens configuration that highlightsthe region of interest. The stored information includes the lens location and renderingparameters that were used to inspect the region while creating the annotation. Duringthe interaction, a recommendation system determines in background the next bestrecorded annotation as a function of the current camera position, lens parameters,and navigation history. The user is then interactively guided towards that annotation indifferent ways, depending on the situation. Only a single context-dependent annotationis selected at a time in order to reduce the amount of clutter. Moreover, at annota-tion display, the current lens parameters, and the dependent viewing context, can besmoothly adjusted towards the pre-recorded ones, leading to the automatic selectionof the best visualization mode. Finally, in addition to assistance, the navigation can alsobe automated to create a tour through the data.
As for the methods presented in chapter 3, the techniques introduced in this chapter are,in principle, generally applicable to any 2D visualization, but have been implementedand tested for the typical stratigraphic relightable models common in cultural heritageuse cases, for which the tunable parameters include the visualized layer, its renderingmode, and the illumination environment. A user study has been performed in order to
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validate the basic principles of our approach (section 4.4).

4.2 Related work
Annotations are mechanisms that link a sub-portion of a geometrical representationof an object to some related information not present in the object itself [24]. Whileannotation markers can be placed on surfaces in many ways, including labels [34], [60],[61] or hot-spots [6], [24], [36], our focus is on visual image overlays, which augment theannotated regions with text or drawings draped over the surface. This 2D representationoffers direct spatial association with the annotated region, and is very common evenfor 3D models, since it is much easier to select the annotation on projected 2D mediathan on 3D objects themselves [37], [77]–[79]. As objects have typically many differentspatially-associated annotations, special care should be taken to decide when andhow the information is presented, in order to avoid clutter and cognitive overload. Inaddition to letting users explicitly enabling/disabling categories in the interface [6], thetechniques proposed in the literature deal with overcrowded displays by modifying theappearance (e.g., filtering data or using variable opacity), distorting the image (e.g.,zooming), or using space-time trade-offs (e.g., using serial temporal presentation) [80].In our approach, we use both temporal and appearance modification techniques, byselecting one annotation at a time and exploring it with a lens. Lenses have also beenclassically used to reduce congestion (e.g., by using sampling inside the lens to reduceclutter in a local area[81]), but not for overlay images draped over surfaces. Jaspeet al. [33], [48] also used lenses, but assumed non-overlapping annotations. In ourcontext, the automatic selection of annotations also provides navigation assistancethrough user guidance.
Guidance approaches are based on the assumption that intelligent services and usersmay often collaborate efficiently to achieve the user’s goals. Starting from researchin human–computer interaction [82], [83], guidance has more recently targeted thesupport to users during interactive visual analytics work [27]. Ceneda et al. [76] providea full characterization of the domain and highlight how existing approaches mostlysupport the interpretation of visualization. Our technique, instead, aims to assist directinteraction during an analysis task. We do so by combining camera and lens motion tosupport focus-and-context exploration, and by suggesting or directing users towardspreviously annotated areas, thus providing both prescribing and directing guidance [76].
A number of authors have proposed to manually or automatically compute interestingviewpoints in order to guide users towards areas of interest within their data. Whilesome solutions use these viewpoints to aid camera control [84]–[86], others focus oncreating animated paths, by arranging viewpoints into graphs [87] or letting users definevideo-tours [88]. None of the previous approaches target lenses. The camera-controlwork of Balsa et al. [47] is the most similar to ours, as it selects only a single item at atime from a viewpoint graph. Selection is based on a score that extends to viewpointsthe Degree-of-Interest (DOI) concept introduced by Furnas [89] for trees and extendedby van Ham and Perer [90] to graphs. Similarly to Gladisch et al. [91], DOI computationalso takes into account past behavior. In a different context, we also use a scoring
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system with a history term to help navigation. Our work, however, does not use a graphof views, augments the annotation database with lenses and rendering attributes, andintroduces specialized scoring functions targeting lens navigation.

Figure 4.2: Annotation selection. Annotations with annotated lenses cover the datasetwith a lot of overlap (left). At run-time we rank the annotations based on a similaritycomputation with the current lens and view (middle), and select the best annotationsbased on the assigned score. If the selected annotation is close enough to the currentlens, it is immediately displayed (right), otherwise it is suggested to the user, who canaccept or reject the suggestion. In the middle image, lenses associated to individualannotations are color-coded white to red based on the score computed for the lens inthe right image.

4.3 Assisted and automatic navigation in an annotated
model

In addition linking camera and lens motion, we further improve navigation by exploitingand extending the concept of data annotations to support assisted and automaticnavigation.
Traditionally, annotations let users identify specific regions, visually mark them withoverlay text or drawing, and link them to metadata or other information that character-izes those regions [24]. In the work presented in this chapter, we exploit annotationscoming out of a user-driven analysis for guidance and data presentation. Our aim isto let users explore an annotated scene by just controlling the lens at their own pace,while the system supports them in finding annotated areas and in presenting anno-tations without cluttering the scene. This is achieved by running, in background, anassisted navigation system that selects the single next best annotation in the database,based on the current viewing parameters and the navigation history, and presents it incontext-dependent ways (see Figure 4.2).
In the following, after summarizing the structure of our annotation database (sub-section 4.3.1), we illustrate how we select at run-time the next best annotation andlens based on a similarity computation (subsection 4.3.2). Then, we discuss how thissimilarity is used to drive the guiding controller for assisted or automatic navigation(subsection 4.3.3). Finally, we discuss the user interface and device mapping realization(subsection 4.3.4).
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4.3.1 The annotation database
In order to support navigation, each annotation stores, in addition to the visual overlayand the external annotation description, also the parameters that should be used foran effective lens-based exploration of the annotated area. This information consists inan annotation importance, a lens and context area description, and a set of rendering
parameters.
The importance is a user-determined scalar weight. Annotations with larger importancevalues are more likely to be displayed. The lens and context area description geometri-cally determines the initial viewing setup for exploring the annotation area. It consistsin the position and size of a lens and of its context area, i.e., the viewing rectangle usedat annotation creation. Rendering parameters describe, instead, the visualization insideand outside the lens. For this thesis, targeting relightable stratigraphic models, theseparameters include the light configuration and the layers that should be activated insideand outside the lens to ensure the visual representation most suited for understandingthe annotation. All the indications are optional. Omitting one of them means thatunderstanding does not depend on the recorded lighting or displayed layers. Notethat this aspect is the only one strictly targeting stratigraphic images, and, in a moregeneral context, might be replaced and extended by a wider definition of the data facetthat must be displayed (e.g., defining parameters for data extraction in a multi-fielddataset).
Authoring details are orthogonal to our method. For the sake of completeness, wemention here that we annotate our models by using the viewer itself, controlling thelens using the methods in section 3.3 to identify the interesting area, and drawingthe annotation with a simple image editor. The lens and context area description andrendering parameters stored with the annotations are extracted from the viewer’s stateat annotation time.
4.3.2 Finding the next best annotation and lens
The selection of the next best annotation to display has to take into account threedifferent concepts. First of all, the algorithm should be favoring annotations that areclose to the current lens, not only in terms of position and scale but also of presentedcontent, in order to permit the seamless presentation of annotations under the lensduring user controlled motion and limit the amount of visual and semantic changesthat would be caused by changes in presented layer as well as by large modification ofoverall position and scale. Second, we should take into account authoring information,by favoring annotations marked more important by the user with a higher priority.Finally, the algorithm should take into account the navigation history, in order to avoidrepeatedly presenting the same information over and over again if other informationis available. This is particularly important for the target application in which userengagement is paramount. We achieve these goals by assigning to each recordedannotation i a score Si = γiσiHi, where γi is the author-defined annotation importance,
σi is the similarity score depending on spatial and semantic distance (see section 4.3.2,and Hi is the history score depending upon the activity log of the active user (see
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section 4.3.2). The next best lens is the one with the largest Si.
Spatial and semantic similarity score

Navigating through visually annotated details in multiscale visualizations requires atrade-off among several conflicting criteria. In order to reduce travel times and fostercontinuity of exploration, we should prefer annotations that are present in the sur-rounding of the current lens over annotations that are far in terms of position and scale.At the same time, we should favor annotations that are similar in content or presenteddata facet over annotations that force a semantic change. We tackle the problem bydefining a similarity score γi that compares the current lens with a lens i in the data,considering both purely geometric factors and semantic criteria.
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         B
A + B + C

 = σi lens 

Lens overlap If during exploration the current lens hoversover a lens i in the database having the same scale, weshould favor the selection of the associated annotation, asthe user is already optimally placed to explore it. We thusset the lens similarity term σ lens
i to the Jaccard Similarity(a.k.a Intersection over Union (IoU) metric) between thecurrent lens and the stored lens for annotation i. This valuewill be non-zero only in case of overlap, and will take itsmaximum for matching lens size and position.
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Context overlap Intuitively, selecting a lens that requiressmall changes in the camera position or scale to preservegood focus-and-context conditions should be favored. Sucha choice would preserve locality even when lenses are notoverlapping. To take into account this fact, we computethe context area determined by our focus-and-context ap-proach when moving the current lens to the position andscale of lens i, using the constraints described in subsec-tion 3.3.2. The current and target contexts are two rect-angles in world space coordinates, determining the currently displayed area and thearea that will be imaged when moving to position i. We then set the context similarity
σ context

i to the Jaccard Similarity between these two rectangles. This measure is 1 fortotally matching rectangles (i.e., the camera won’t move if we select lens i), 0 if thetwo rectangles do not overlap (i.e., the camera will view a totally different area of thedataset when selecting lens i), and grows from 0 to 1 proportionally to the amount ofoverlap normalized by the union of current and target context pixels. Such a measureprovides thus an indication of visual change.
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Location similarity The context similarity measure σ context
ireturns, by design, a constant score for all lenses i veryclose or very far to the current lens, since the contextwill either remain unchanged or will be without overlap.In both extreme cases, however, it is reasonable to favorclose lenses to far ones, since moving to a closer lens favors
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locality and reduces travel time and visual change. Thus,we introduce a location similarity score, σ location
i , whichprovides a smoother variation of score as a function ofdistance between the current lens and the target lens i. Moreover, such a measureshould be scale-dependent, since traveling long distances with small lenses requiresmore time and produces more discomfort than with large lenses due to loss of context.

Thus, we define σ location
i = e−τ

di
ri where di is the world-space distance from the currentlens to lens i and ri is the average between the current lens radius and the radius oflens i, and τ is a scaling constant ( 1

10 in the work presented in this chapter). Intuitively,this measure takes the maximum at 1 when the lens does not move, and decreases asa function of the traveled distance in terms of lens radii, which is a measure of visualchange during animation.

 = f(   ) σi
content 

Content similarity While the three above measures con-cern geometric changes, the content similarity measure
σ content

i indicates the change that will occur due to seman-tic changes in the areas inside the lens and outside the lens.This measure is application-dependent. Since in this thesiswe target annotated relightable stratigraphic models, weconsider that there is a significant change if, when movingto target annotation i we must change the layer or theannotation class. We compute weights for affected areasas w = areacurrentlens
areacurrentcontext

, and set σ content
i = (1−w)sin +wsout , where sin and sout are zeroif a change inside their affected area occurs and one otherwise.

We finally compute the total similarity score σi as a normalized weighted sum of theindividual similarity components. Currently we use unit weights for each component.
History score

The recommendation system should favor the selection of annotations that have notrecently been proposed to the user to avoid repetitions, but should still consider themas an option in case no more information is present, or local information is exhaustedand a very large travel is needed to move to other annotated areas. We implementthis concept by introducing a history score Hi, which smoothly varies over time as afunction of past user behavior.
In order to define a smooth variation of scoring factors, we employ the smoothstepfunction S1(x,x0,x1), which returns 0 if x≤ x0, 1 if x> x1, and performs smooth Hermiteinterpolation between 0 and 1 when x0 < x < x1. For shaping the temporal behaviorof the system, we also define the fading function F1(x,x0,x1,x2) which returns 1−
S1(x,x0,x1) if x ≤ x1 and S1(x,x1,x2) if x > x1. The function has a value that starts at 1,smoothly decreases to 0 when x > x0, and then raises again to 1 for x > x1.
In particular, we define ∆t presented

i as the time that has passed since the last time the
annotation i has been displayed, ∆tre jected

i the last time it has been presented but
not accepted. We then define wpresented

i = F1(tselected
i , t0, t1, t2) to control the priority
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for selecting the annotation i based on when it has been last displayed. If it hasnever been displayed, or has been displayed extremely recently (t < t0 = 5s), thepriority is maximum, while it smoothly lowers until some time has passed (t < t1 = 30s),after which we consider that the user might have forgotten it and the priority startsto rise again, reaching maximum value to (t < t2 = 1m). We also define wre jected
i =

F1(tselected
i ,ε,ε, t2) to control the priority for selecting a rejected annotation. In thiscase, the priority instantly goes to zero, since we don’t want to re-propose immediatelya rejected annotation. The history score thus becomes Hi = wpresented

i wre jected
i .

SUGGEST MOVETO SHOW
READY ACCEPT CLOSE ENOUGH

FIND
NEXT

NOT ACCEPTED

LOOK AWAY

SIMILAR ENOUGH

Figure 4.3: State machine for assisted navigation in an annotated model.

4.3.3 Assisting navigation
Our assisted navigation system, see Figure 4.3, is activated whenever a lens is active.When no annotation is currently displayed or when the user explicitly asks for sug-gestions, the system applies the method of subsection 4.3.2 to find the next bestannotation. If such an annotation exists, it marks it as the next possibly displayableannotation. If the lens stored with the annotation is sufficiently similar to the currentlens, it is immediately presented to the user by activating its display. We consider thelens sufficiently similar for immediate display if σ context > 0.9 and σ content = 1. Thisapproach allows the system to seamlessly activate the display of the annotations underthe lens while the user is moving. Otherwise, it is considered as a suggestion, i.e., a sig-nal to the user that he could control the lens to find something potentially interesting inthe suggested direction of change of the lens parameters. The suggestion is presentedto the user only if the user has requested it or sufficient time has passed since thelast time a suggestion was made. Such an automatically generated suggestion can beaccepted by the user or rejected/ignored (see subsection 4.3.4). The time betweensuccessive automatically generated suggestions is controlled by the user behavior. Everytime the user accepts a suggestion, we consider it helpful, and, thus, reduce the timewithout suggestions. Conversely, every time the user rejects a suggestion, the timeto wait for the next suggestion to be presented is increased, as the user is consideredless interested in receiving suggestions. This is achieved by setting the time betweensuggestions to twait = median(tmin, tmax, twait ∗α) where tmin = 10s, tmax = 60s, and αis 1.2 for rejection and 1

1.2 for acceptance.
4.3.4 User interface and device mapping
Assisted navigation based on annotations must augment the user interface and devicemapping of subsection 3.3.2 to handle information coming from the recommendation
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system that runs in background.

Figure 4.4: Lens with suggestions. During suggestion presentation, accept/rejectbuttons and indications of content and direction of changes for target lens are presented.

When the next best annotation is judged to be sufficiently similar (see subsection 4.3.3),and thus also close in position and scale, the rendering parameters of the current lensare, if needed, changed to the target ones, and the recorded overlay is displayed, withan additional transparency outside the lens.
Handling suggestions requires supporting the display of hints and the expression ofacceptance or rejection (see Figure 4.4). A suggestion must indicate that some im-portant information can be found by scaling and/or moving the lens in a particulardirection, as well as eventually changing layer or rendering parameters. The targetposition, scale, or other parameters are those of the lens stored with the selectedannotation. In order to guide towards them, we simply display a small semitransparentanimation that shows the current lens boundary starting to move towards the target.The animation area is kept small (10% of the radius of the lens), so as to provide ahint without being too intrusive if the user wants to ignore it. In addition, a small iconon the lens boundary shows the target area of the annotation. If a significant changein rendering properties is required (i.e. σ content

i < 1, a small glyph is also displayed.Moreover, two small accept/reject buttons are also displayed on the lens area. Such asuggestion indication stays visible until it is accepted, rejected, or ignored for a givenamount of time.
We also offer users a gestural interface for accepting suggestions by launching the lenstowards the target, in addition to clicking on the visible accept/reject buttons. If theuser quickly moves or scales the lens in the direction indicated by the suggestion, thesuggestion is considered accepted. If the total duration of interaction of the pan/zoomgesture is low (less than 1s), while the final velocity is high and in the right directionin terms of translation and scaling, the acceptance condition is verified. In all othersituations, the suggestion is rejected, and the controller proceeds as usual.
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Every time a suggestion is accepted, the lens is moved to the target by smoothlychanging all the continuous parameters during the animation, and using cross-blendingto implement the smooth changes of discrete parameters (e.g., displayed layer).
The process can be fully automated by telling the system to accept suggestions withoutmanual intervention, so as to produce a guided tour of the data that successively showsthe selected annotations.

4.4 Implementation and results
For the evaluation, we expanded the same reference system discussed in chapter 3,and tested it on a number of complex heterogeneous datasets. In this chapter, withoutloss of generality, we demonstrate its usage on a use case stemming from the culturalheritage domain: an annotated 2D projection of fragmented sculptures. The videos areavailable together with the original publication [22].
The sculpture use-case concerns the exploration of a multi-layered rendered imageof three representative models from the Mont’e Prama collection of prehistoric stonesculptures [47], [92]: Archer n.5, Boxer n.15, and Warrior n.3 (see Figure 4.1 right). Theoriginal 3D models are one of the outcomes of the Digital Mont’e Prama, a multi-yearproject carried out by CRS4 in collaboration with The Digital Mont’e Prama project is acollaborative effort between CRS4 (Visual Computing Group) and the Soprintendenzaper i Beni Archeologici Sardegna (ArcheoSAR, the government department responsiblefor the archaeological heritage of Sardinia), which aims to digitally document, archive,and present to the public the large and unique collection of pre-historic statues fromthe Mont’e Prama complex, including larger-than-life human figures and small modelsof prehistoric nuraghe (cone-shaped stone towers).
The relightable stratigraphic models, created from the original scans, contains twolayers: a normal map with diffuse color, and an unsharp-masked normal map withmonochromatic color. 44 annotations at multiple scales and with lots of overlap (seeFigure 4.2) concern reconstruction hypotheses, artistic details and part descriptions. Icreated these annotations based on primary literature on the statues [93]. RaffaellaChierici also assisted by drawing all the overlays concerning the reconstruction hypothe-ses.
In order to provide a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of our approach, wedesigned a user study focused on the proposed novel interaction capabilities for theassisted exploration of annotated scenes.
The user analysis was done jointly with the evaluation of the lens controller with thesame 25 participants (14 males and 11 females, with ages ranging from 11 to 69, median41 years) were recruited among students, families and friends of researchers working atour center. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision and, as now extremelycommon, had basic computer or smartphone literacy.
While our navigation assistance approach should generally be applicable to supporta human analyst in understanding complex data, we focused here on our motivating
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domain-specific application: the provision of effective exploration experiences in cul-tural heritage settings. In this context, physical installations in museums, as well asvirtual exhibits over the web, have to deliver educational and pleasant experiences ina very limited amount of time [94]. Since museums must manage large amounts ofvisitors, long training times and/or guided explorations with the support of personnelare hardly affordable. The user interface should, thus, be perceived as simple, immedi-ately usable, and provide guidance in complex operations (e.g., to avoid lost-in-spacesituations during navigation), while not being perceived as overly obtrusive [95].
In order to support self-paced exploration, our approach mixes a free navigation compo-nent, which lets users freely explore data by directly manipulating a lens, with guidancecomponents, which use authored information to drive the users towards interesting an-notated regions. Quantifying the effectiveness of user learning from data using variousinterfaces is difficult, if only because of the lack of consensus on metrics and methods,and because information learning has to be balanced with user engagement [96]. Thus,similarly to previous work on evaluating camera control in museum settings [97], we setas a goal of our preliminary user study only to have an indication of interface usability,user satisfaction and user performance in a context in which users are asked to freelyexplore a cultural heritage item, much as in a museum.

Figure 4.5: Assisted navigation user interface evaluation. Left: our controller; Middle:static thumbnail bar; Right: Adaptive thumbnail bar

4.4.1 Setup
We used the same web-based setup of section 3.4, applying it to the annotated sculp-tures dataset, which contains a database with 44 annotations pertaining to decorationdescriptions and reconstruction hypotheses. Three alternatives were considered for theexperiments (Figure 4.5): our fully assisted navigation system described in section 4.3(LC), and two versions in which recommendations of far annotations are replaced byuser selection in two kinds of thumbnail bars. The thumbnail bars are activated ondemand by the user by clicking on a button and automatically disappear when theuser selects the target annotation, triggering lens and camera motion towards thattarget. The first version of the thumbnail bar (FIX) is static and always presents all theannotations ordered according to authoring importance. Instead, the second version(DYN) is dynamic and presents the current top five annotation targets according to oursimilarity score.
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4.4.2 Tasks
The experiments consisted in letting users to freely explore the annotated sculptures,with little or no training and no external direction. Users were told that their goal wassimply to enjoy the experience and acquire information at their own pace in a prescribedshort limited amount of time. This is expected to be a typical situation for walk-up-and-use user-interfaces in museum settings, where installations must engage museumvisitors and enhance the overall visit experience in short times, if only because of theneed to have many visitors use the installation. Moreover, it can also be considered atypical situation in an online museum with many datasets available, each one competingfor the user’s attention span.
4.4.3 Design
Similarly to what presented in section 3.4, each participant tested the three explorationsystems in randomized order after seeing all of them in action in a short video, tounderstand the goal of the evaluation. Before each test, users familiarized with theinterface by using it for less than 2 minutes on a different scene. The evaluation wasperformed by simply letting users try the three different interfaces for 3 minutes eachone, for a total of less than 20 minutes per user testing session, including introductionand training. The remaining time of exploration was made visible to the user. Useractions and system behaviors were monitored and stored in a log for further analysis.At the end of each experiment, participants were asked to evaluate the interface usingthe same SUS questionnaire of subsection 3.4.3 and to optionally provide free-formcomments.
4.4.4 Performance evaluation
In order to assess the amount of information presented, we recorded for all the in-terfaces the number of annotations presented. For the assisted navigation interface(LC), we subdivided the number of annotations presented into annotation displayeddirectly because considered close to the current lens, suggestions presented but notaccepted, and suggestions presented and accepted, as defined in subsection 4.3.3. Wealso recorded the number of annotations proposed but ignored (i.e., annotations thatwere indicated as “next best annotations” by our system but were not reached by alens). For the two non-assisted versions (FIX and DYN), we recorded, instead, the timespent browsing the list of annotations in the thumbnail bar, measured as the intervalfrom thumbnail bar activation to annotation selection. This time is an indication of theamount of time a viewer loses the main focus on scene exploration to decide where tolook next. Using our assisted navigation approach, the participants visualized an averageof 25.2 annotations (median 25, minimum 14, max 39). Of the visualized annotations,an average of 50.7% (median 50%, minimum 14.3%, maximum 87.5%) were directlydisplayed when the lens was judged close, while the remaining ones were displayedas a result of accepting a guidance suggestion. On average, 82% of the suggestionswere accepted, while the remaining were rejected. These figures indicate that in overhalf of the cases annotations appeared transparently during the navigation, without
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the need of additional inputs which could distract users from interaction. Moreover,when suggestions were proposed without directly displaying the target annotations,the high acceptance rate of suggestions proposed without directly displaying the targetannotations indicates their relevance for the user.
A comparison with the results obtained with the thumbnail bar versions also offer someinteresting insights. First of all, the number of viewed annotations is lower, dropping toan average of 17.8 (median 17, minimum 8, maximum 30) for the fixed version (FIX)and 18.2 (median 17, minimum 6, maximum 31) for the dynamic version (DYN). ANOVAfurther confirms that there was a significant effect on number of viewed annotationsat the p < 0.05 level for the three interfaces [F(1,48) = 19.038, p = 0.00007 whencomparing our method with the FIX and F(1,48)= 11.20, p= 0.00006 when comparingit with DYN].
The lower number of annotations displayed by the competing interfaces is generatedfrom the fact that interaction with the thumbnail bar takes time, reducing the timededicated to exploring the scene. In fact, we measured that users interact with thescrolling widgets for large amounts of time. On average, for FIX, on average 20.1% ofthe time is spent interacting with the thumbnail bar (median 17%, minimum 3.7%,maximum 75.1%). Numbers are also important for DYN, where on average 14.6% ofthe time is spent interacting with the thumbnail bar (median 13%, minimum 0.0%,maximum 41.5%). It is interesting to note, here, the two extreme behaviors on theseinterfaces. One user of DYN decided to completely ignore the bar, and explore the scenesolely by moving the lens, waiting for suggestions to appear when hovering over them,reducing to almost zero the time interacting with the bar, but reducing the number ofannotations viewed (9). By contrast, a user of FIX decided to explore the scene almostsolely with the thumbnail bar, jumping from one precomputed view to the next withoutmoving the lens or the camera, therefore using the system more as a slide show thanas an interactive exploration tool. This other extreme behaviour also led to the samesmall number of viewed annotations (9).
LC vs. FIX Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 SUS
F(1,48) 6.683 5.233 1.589 3.647 2.602 1.321 0.716 4.200 4.184 1.485 6.054
p 0.013 0.027 0.214 0.062 0.113 0.256 0.402 0.046 0.046 0.229 0.018
Significance ⋆ ⋆ ns ns ns ns ns ⋆ ⋆ ns ⋆
LC vs. DYN Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 SUS
F(1,48) 7.124 5.038 2.934 1.755 2.584 0.387 3.008 4.545 8.397 4.190 6.824
p 0.010 0.029 0.093 0.191 0.115 0.537 0.089 0.038 0.006 0.046 0.012
Significance ⋆ ⋆ ns ns ns ns ns ⋆ ⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Table 4.1: Usability evaluation of assisted exploration of annotated models. Com-parison of our method with the static (FIX) and dynamic (DYN) thumbnail bars usingtwo one-way ANOVA on responses to SUS questionnaires. The last row of each com-parison summarizes the per-question statistical significance resulting from ANOVA(ns → p > 0.05; ⋆→ p ≤ 0.05; ⋆⋆→ p ≤ 0.01).
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Figure 4.6: Usability evaluation of assisted exploration of annotatedmodels. Divergingstacked bar charts of SUS questionnaire responses concerning our controller (LC), staticthumbnail bars (FIX), and dynamic thumbnail bars (DYN). The color scale goes from red(strongly disagree) to blue (strongly agree). The labels near the right axis summarizethe per-question statistical significance resulting from ANOVA (ns → p > 0.05; ⋆→ p ≤
0.05; ⋆⋆→ p ≤ 0.01).

4.4.5 Usability evaluation
By analyzing the responses of the SUS questionnaires, summarized in the bar charts ofFigure 4.6, we obtain for our guided interface a SUS score of 85.4, which, accordingto standard practices [74], rank the results as excellent. By contrast, the versionsusing the thumbnail bars obtain much lower scores, i.e., 74.5 for DYN and 74.9 forFIX. The results of ANOVA comparing LC to FIX and LC to DYN are reported in Table 4.1.They confirm that there was a significant effect on SUS score at the p < 0.05 levelfor the three interfaces [F(1,48) = 6.824, p = 0.012 when comparing FC to DYN and
F(1,48) = 6.054, p= 0.018 when comparing it to FIX]. ANOVA on answers to individualquestions revealed that there was a significant effect at the p < 0.05 level on theperception of complexity (Q2) and awkwardness (Q8), as well as on the confidence inusing the method (Q9). Of particular importance for museum applications, in whichwalk-up-and-use interfaces are paramount, is the fact that there was a significant effectalso on the desire to use the method frequently (Q1) and on the amount of trainingrequired (Q10).
We also gathered useful hints and suggestions from comments recorded by subjects inthe final form. In general, most users appreciated the idea to use a lens for navigationin an annotated database. Some users mentioned that they liked the idea of activelyrequesting suggestions, in order to jump to another location when the local interactive
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exploration is considered complete. One user found the idea of suggestion interesting,but considered the animated glyph showing the direction not clear, as it did not show theactual annotation target. To solve this problem, scalable insets [98] could be explored asa way to complement lenses for providing guidance towards far or off-screen locations.Other users, by contrast, liked the fact that the suggestion has little intrusiveness. Webelieve that we can further explore these aspects, in particular, by expanding guidedtour features and combining more intrusive suggestions with a ”snooze” option forusers that do not want to get distracted too much.

4.5 Discussion
We have presented a novel approach for exploring visually annotated models usingan interactive lens. By mixing and matching the concept of interactive lenses withthat of annotations, we introduced a new method for guiding users in the self-pacedexploration of annotated 2D models. The presented results on a use-case stemmingfrom the cultural heritage domain demonstrate how this technique leads to a newway of mixing casual interaction with storytelling from data. One important resultin this area is that our approach of selecting the next best annotation to display andof differentiating between immediately displayable annotations and possible futureannotation to display makes it possible to support a variety of use cases. In particular, wecan effectively support the usual way to display relevant data under the lens during fullyfree user-controlled exploration, always selecting scale-specific data and avoiding clutterwhile displaying the single selected annotation also in the context area. Moreover,by the introduction of suggestions, we can assist navigation to direct users towardsinteresting areas. Finally, we can provide fully guided tours, that can be started at anytime by accepting all suggestions in a sequence.
In the next chapter, we will show how this approach can be further extended by ar-ranging lenses in a graph, in order to take into account also precedence relationsamong annotations. Since the current evaluation focuses mostly on extracting basicperformance measures and getting data on user satisfaction, more work is required toobjectively assess the effectiveness of our user interface for specific tasks other thancasual inspection. Addressing this would require cognitive measures that are beyondthe scope of the thesis, and are an important avenue for future work.

4.6 Bibliographic notes
Most of the content of this chapter was presented in our EUROVIS 2022 contributionand published in the Computer Graphics Forum journal [22], which also includes thefollow-up work on annotations presented in the next chapter. Our EUROVIS talk ispublicly available here, and includes demonstration video and further related content.I have significantly contributed to the conceptualization, methodology, and validationof the method and was one of the primary authors of the paper.
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Chapter 5

Annotation graphs for guiding
lens-based scene exploration

We extend the techniques introduced in the previous chapters by considering
not only the relations of annotations with objects, but also the relation of
annotations with themselves, in order to provide authors with storytelling
features. In this new approach, we do not use a flat annotation database, but
record information on the interesting areas of the model is encoded in an
annotation graph generated at authoring time. Each graph node contains an
annotation, in the form of a visual and audio markup of the area of interest,
as well as the optimal lens parameters that should be used to explore the
annotated area and a scalar representing the annotation importance. Directed
graph edges are used, instead, to represent preferred ordering relations in the
presentation of annotations, by having each node point to the set of nodes
that should be seen before presenting its associated annotation. A scalar
associated to each edge determines the strength of this constraint. At run-time,
users explore the scene with the lens, and the graph is exploited to select the
annotations that have to be presented at a given time. The selection is based on
the current view and lens parameters, the graph content and structure, and the
navigation history. The best annotation under the lens is presented by playing
the associated audio clip and showing the visual markup in overlay. When the
user releases control, requests guidance, opts for automatic touring, or when
no available annotations are under the lens, the system guides the user towards
the next best annotation using glyphs, and potentially moves the lens towards
it if the user remains inactive. This approach supports the seamless blending
of an automatic tour of the data with interactive lens-based exploration. The
approach is tested and discussed in the context of the exploration of multi-layer
relightable models.
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Figure 5.1: Overview. Left: The user explores the scene using an interactive lens, andthe best annotation under the lens is presented by playing the associated audio clipand showing the visual markup in overlay. Middle: when the user releases control,requests guidance, opts for automatic touring, or when no available annotations areunder the lens, the system indicates the next best annotation using glyphs. Right: ifthe user remains inactive, the lens is moved towards the selected target. This approachcan be used to generate intuitive tours through the data that dynamically respond touser actions, seamlessly transitioning from full user control to automatic navigation.

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, I have shown how a context-dependent clutter-free displaycan be achieved by displaying a single annotation at a time under a movable lens,selecting it using a recommendation system that takes into account the current cameraposition, current interactive lens parameters, and navigation history [22]. This approach,however, does not consider the relation among annotations themselves, and has thuslimitations in the ability to prescribe presentation orders to define meaningful toursthrough the data [99], [100].
In this chapter, we introduce a novel approach for guiding users in the exploration ofannotated 2D models by exploiting an annotation graph generated at authoring time(Figure 5.1). Each graph node contains an annotation, in the form of a visual and audiomarkup of the area of interest, as well as the optimal lens parameters that should beused to explore the annotated area and a scalar representing the annotation importance.Directed graph edges are used, instead, to represent preferred ordering relations in thepresentation of annotations. A scalar associated to each edge determines the strengthof this constraint (section 5.3). Such edges let us introduce storytelling features byletting each node point to the set of nodes that should be seen before presenting itsassociated annotation.
At run-time, a user explores the scene with the lens, and the graph is exploited to selectthe annotation that has to be presented at a given time (section 5.4). We call it the
best annotation, to reflect it is the particular one which optimizes a set of selectioncriteria, that considers the current view and lens parameters, the graph content andstructure, and the navigation history, through a novel technique that also takes intoaccount topological distance among subsequently presented nodes in the annotationgraphs (section 5.5). The best annotation under the lens is presented by playing theassociated audio clip and showing the visual markup in overlay. The use of audio clipsto audibly present the additional information lets users focus on the visual contentlens, without further clutter. When the user releases control, requests guidance, opts
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for automatic touring, or when no more annotations are available under the lens, thesystem points towards the next best annotation using glyphs, and potentially movesthe lens towards it if the user remains inactive (section 5.6). This approach can be usedto automatically generate intuitive tours through the data that dynamically respondsto user actions in real-time.
As for the previous solutions, we present an objective and subjective evaluation of ourmethod for the exploration of stratigraphic relightable models (section 5.7).

5.2 Related work
Exploration of annotated models and interactive lenses are broadly studied topicswithin the visualization community, and most of the related work has been coveredin the previous chapters. I, therefore, summarize here only the most relevant worksrelated to the novel content presented here.
Serial temporal presentation to enhance the view [80] is one of the approaches thathas been used to deal with overcrowded display, and, in conjunction with authoringor automatic determination of temporal precedence, it provides a way to deliver anarrative meaningful tours through the data [97]. Manually writing or defining fixedkey-frames and forcing a single path is one of the most adopted solutions [59], whichhas also been used by touring through annotations [88]. This approach, however, leadsto the generation of static videos rather than interactive experiences.
In this chapter, we build on our prior approach [22] by significantly extending theannotation representation, moving from a simple flat list of annotations to an annotationgraph, in which the edges express semantic relationships among nodes, exploiting theserelations for automatic data touring and generating guided suggestions. Annotationselection is based on a score that extends to annotated lens graphs, with the Degree-of-Interest (DOI) concept introduced by Furnas [89] for trees and extended by VanHam and Perer [90] to graphs. Similarly to Gladisch et al. [91], DOI computation alsotakes into account the past behavior of the system. The camera-control work of Balsaet al. [97] is the most similar to ours, as it selects only a single item at a time from aviewpoint graph. Our annotation graph and scoring system is, however, targeted tosupport lens-based navigation of an annotated model, and has a different structure.In particular, we expand our previous work [22] by introducing a dependency score tosupport hierarchical grouping, and a topology score to drive the system towards anorderly visit of the graph by penalizing changes in levels of abstraction of topic switches.Moreover, we introduce a new state machine design to seamlessly combine automatictouring with self-guided visits.

5.3 The audio-visual annotation graph
Traditionally, annotations are used to identify specific regions, linking them to metadataor other characteristic information [24]. In this thesis, we want to exploit annotations for
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(a) Hierarchical grouping (b) Graph representation
Figure 5.2: The annotation graph for hierarchical grouping. Edges in the graph point toenabling nodes.

guidance and data presentation. Similarly to what presented in chapter 4, we associateto each annotation a visual overlay and an external annotation description, togetherwith the parameters that should be used for an effective lens-based exploration ofthe annotated area. In this chapter, the visual overlay is simply an image or text thatcan be drawn over the model, while the external annotation description is a link toa hypertext with additional information. The exploration parameters are used fornavigation control, and consists an annotation importance (i.e., a user-defined weightto associate a higher (or lower) likelihood that an annotation will be displayed before(or after) the others), a lens and context area description (i.e., the position and size ofthe best lens and camera-angle for viewing the annotated area), and a set of rendering
parameters. For this work, focusing on stratigraphic relightable models, the renderingparameters include the layers that are displayed inside and outside the lens and thelight configuration in terms of both direction and type (e.g., collinear or spot light); forthe spot light we also specify the light beam aperture. Other rendering parameters canbe defined (e.g., brightness, gamma value), also related to different rendering strategies(e.g., shape/color enhancement operators).
In addition, we also include with each annotation an audio description, which is anexplanatory text that describes the annotated area, and is intended to be playedwhen the annotation is visited. The audio clip can be generated by synthesizing thetextual description, or be a pre-taped recording. In both cases, the audio clip durationdefines the minimum time that the system considers should be spent for considering anannotation seen (section 5.5). Using audio to describe the annotated area is particularlyappropriate for our use case and interface design. In particular, using the audio cliprather than a displayed text to convey non-visual information allows us to let usersconcentrate on the model, and to produce a lean visual overlay when exploring thescene with the lens.
Using audio for enhancing a museum visit is very common, and it is employed in arange of solutions, from conventional audio guides presenting short bursts of audioinformation at each stop [101] to virtual audio-visual visits [88]. Supplementing visual
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information with audio has also been shown to improve memorability [102]. However,usage of audio may not always be appropriate. For instance, handling multiple co-located users performing separate visits requires special care. The typical solutions inmuseum settings are the set-up of an isolated display area, with space managementcomplications and limitations in the number of active interactive displays, or the usageof headsets by individual visitors, locking them into isolated experiential bubbles withthe risk of reducing inter-personal interaction [101]. For handling those cases, we canprovide a purely visual experience, in which the annotation description is displayed onscreen. Note that, since we use a lens, we cannot simply display the text in a separatedarea, as in classic annotated model presenters [6], since this solution would force usersto lose their focus. Our current solution is to display the annotation in a small areaunder the lens. We plan to improve this approach by considering an optimal shape,placement, and scaling of the text box attached to the lens border, so as to reduce themasking of the annotated area, as done in external labeling techniques [103].
In order to specify a preferred presentation order, we introduce dependency links,transforming the annotation database into an annotation graph. In this representation,each node is an annotation, and directed edges point to a set of enabling nodes (oneor multiple parents) that should be seen before visiting it. The presence of edgesallow authors to define a preferred global order, that can be used to create a story-likestructure between annotations, or, e.g., to go from coarse to finer details as prescribedby the visualization mantra [56]. A weight associated with the edge, ranging from zeroto one, defines the strength of the dependency between the nodes (see section 5.5).
By using this graph representation, for instance, it is possible to structure an annotationdatabase into hierarchical groups of nodes, to represent information at various levels ofabstraction, as done for complex graph exploration [91]. Semantically, each node in thegraph can be seen as a coarser representation of its children, and this translates intothe fact that the annotation associated with a leaf node is best presented to the useronly after its parents. This particular view of the dependencies helps guide authors inthe definition of links, as they can proceed to structure annotations coarse to fine, orinversely grouping them from fine to course during their editing process.
Figure 5.2 shows an example of hierarchical organization of a set of ten annotations. Inparticular, Figure 5.2a depicts the idea of hierarchical grouping, where each annotationcan represent a set (or group) of other annotations, which we can consider its children.As previously explained, visualization order depends on high level annotations that, onceviewed, enable the visualization of the groups they represent. On the right (Figure 5.2b),we present how the grouping and the corresponding visualization order is implementedthrough dependency edges; note that while all the authored hierarchical groupingscan be expressed/transformed in a graph, not all the graphs can be transformed in ahierarchy of groups, e.g., some cyclic graphs. If an arrow points from a node B to a node
A, it means that the visualization of B depends (with a certain level of dependency) onthe fact that the node A has already been visualized. The annotation at the highestlevel is the first displayed annotation (we can consider it the root of the navigation),and it is depicted with a bold red contour in Figure 5.2b.
The annotation attributes and their organization into a graph is exploited by our system
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to present information in a context-dependent and graph-dependent order duringnavigation (section 5.4).
Note that authoring details are orthogonal to the subject of this thesis. For the sake ofcompleteness, we mention here that we annotate the models during the lens navigationas described in the previous chapter, with slight modifications to support the inclusionof dependency information. The system allows users to move the lens to interestingareas, draw annotations with a simple image editor, and store them in an annotationdatabase containing the lens and context area description, as well as the renderingparameters. The node table is then edited off-line by adding dependencies to nodes,and enriching the description of each annotation with an audio recording.

5.4 Interactive and guided lens-based exploration

Figure 5.3: Annotation Navigation StateMachine. Two main navigation modalities havebeen implemented, i.e., the manual interaction (cyan box) and the auto-tour (yellowbox). In the first mode the users freely move the lens, while in the latter they are guidedthrough annotations that are automatically selected. To enter the auto-tour mode theusers just stop the interaction with the lens interface; re-touching the interface willbring it to the manual mode.
At run-time, the user explores the annotated scene using a visualization lens thatinteracts with the scene by moving and scaling the focus area and activating relevantannotations. Since only a single context-dependent annotation is selected at a time,clutter is reduced. The sequence of selected annotations must be relevant to the currentspatial context and maintain a flow, so that more general information is presentedbefore dependent details. We do that by running a state machine that exploits theannotation graph and responds to user actions. Our goal is to support the seamlesstransitioning between two behaviors. On one extreme, we would like the system tobe capable of producing automatic tours of the data, by presenting annotations in asequence, as for a video tour. On the other extreme, users should be allowed to explorethe scene at their own pace, with relevant annotations appearing in sequence as theuser moves to the annotated areas. In the common intermediate situation, we wouldlike to support users that start with automatic touring, then explore the scene for awhile, then restart auto-touring, possibly in other areas depending on their interest.
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The state machine is made basically of two intertwined parts, one devoted to react tointeraction, and one devoted to perform automatic tours. The user can interact with thestate machine in three ways: by doing nothing (the user accepts what is proposed by thestate machine), moving the lens (the state machine accepts what the user proposes), orsending a Done signal to communicate that the exploration of the current annotation iscompleted.
The machine is composed of 5 states: Start, Anticipation, Goto, Show, Interact (Fig-ure 5.3). The loop Anticipation, Goto, Show, constitutes the auto-tour part. From thisloop the user can exit only by starting to interact with the lens.
The state machine employs a function Find Next that, given the current situation,identifies the next best annotation. From the Start state, the first annotation is selectedand the lens is moved over it through the Goto state. During Goto, the lens positionand the rendering parameters are interpolated from the currently displayed situationtoward the target one, encoded in the node database together with the annotation.Note that, for the particular case of the relightable stratigraphic models used in thisthesis, adjusting the rendering parameters includes the selection of inner and outerlayers and the update of the illumination settings in terms of light intensity and direction.This means that, when interpolation is complete, the model is displayed with the fullvisualization settings that annotation-author has stored in the database.
When interpolation finishes, the state changes to Show. The Show state displays theannotation for a content-dependent time Ki. In particular, if not specified by the userin the annotation database, this time is equal to a small setup time of half a secondplus the duration of the audio clip associated with the annotation.
It is possible to exit from this state in three ways: by interacting with the lens, changingthe state to Interact; when the allocated time elapses, entering the Anticipation state;or finally when the user signals that he has Done with the current annotation. Thislast operation is used to speed-up exploration in case the user is not interested in thecurrent content anymore. To decide what to do next, the system evaluates if the nextselected annotation is directly displayable.
An annotation is considered displayable if, by drawing it as an overlay, it can be reason-ably well perceived by the viewer, without the need to resort to directing or leading cuesto indicate where the annotation is located. The displayable condition, thus, requireschecking whether the view is approximately at the same scale of the annotation (inthis thesis, within a factor of two larger or smaller in zoom factor), and at least someportion of the annotation is within the focus area of the lens.
If the next best annotation is displayable, the machine changes the state toGoto and thelens is moved to properly center the new annotation while remaining in the auto-tourloop. If the next annotation is not displayable, the state is changed to Anticipation.
The Anticipation state has a twofold purpose: it alerts the user with visual cues thatthe lens is going to move towards the next annotation and provides the users withinformation on where the next annotation is placed using visual hints (see section 5.6for details on visual signals and direction hints). From the Anticipation state, there are
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two possible existing transitions: if a certain amount of time with no user action elapses,the system considers the next annotation accepted, and the auto-tour continues bychanging to the Goto state; otherwise, upon user interaction, the system enters the
Interact state.
During the Interact state, the user keeps visiting the current displayed annotation,possibly moving the lens. From this state it is possible to exit in three ways: being steadyafter the whole annotation time has elapsed, going outside the annotation area, orthrough the Done signal. Steadiness is considered as having completed the inspection,thus the system alerts the user by entering the Anticipation state. Instead, whengoing outside the current annotation area, an indication of the next best annotation ispresented. Then, two events can produce the state change: if the user keeps movingbut passes over an annotation considered displayable, the state changes to Show andthe annotation is made immediately visible, or if the user stops interacting, after a smallamount of time the state goes to Anticipation to present the new annotation. Finally,sending Done, produces a situation similar to auto-touring: if the next annotation isdisplayable the state changes to Goto, otherwise to Anticipation.
Note that, with this approach, we cannot distinguish if a user remains inactive after hav-ing inspected an annotation because the inspection has been completed or because theuser is closely inspecting/pondering on the current view. In the latter case, repeatedlyreceiving a suggestion, through entering the Anticipation phase, might be consideredannoying. To reduce this effect, we increase the time for receiving a suggestion bydoubling the inactive timeout each time the user does not accept the suggestion byinteracting during the Anticipation phase, up to a maximum timeout. By contrast, thetimeout is halved each time a suggestion is accepted or a suggestion is requested, untilwe reach the default timeout. In the work presented in this chapter, the minimumand default timeout is 5s, and the maximum is 40s. An alternative solution wouldhave been to remove the timeout, and explicitly ask the user to signal the completionof interaction viewing, which is now optional. This is still possible by configuring thetimeout to (much) larger values. However, we consider in this work the small-timeoutversion, to test the typical setting of cultural heritage visits, which take into accountthe limited span of attention of visitors and the need to streamline visits in order toincrease the visitor throughput while delivering enjoyable experiences.
During the visualization experience, thus, the system continuously performs two maintasks. The first is the selection (when required) of the next best annotation to display(section 5.5). The second is the management of the user activity through several devicemapped interactions (section 5.6). Those two elements drive the annotated modelvisualization and allow the user to seamlessly switch between interactive and automaticnavigation.

5.5 Best annotation selection
During the navigation the system selects the next best annotation for the automatictour using a scoring system. Following Bettio et al. [22], we assign to each recorded
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annotation node i a score Ni = γiσiHi, where γi is the author-defined annotationimportance, σi is the similarity score depending on spatial and semantic distance, and
Hi is the history score depending upon the activity log of the active user, that equalsto 1 when the node has not been visited in a recent time, and 0 when it has just beenvisited. Hi is thus initialized to 1 for all the not visited nodes. When a node is visited itgoes immediately to 0, in order to avoid presenting again the same node, then smoothlygets back to 1 over a certain time, meaning that after a certain elapsed time the usertends to forget the content of a node, and could be presented again; this time canbe set proportional to the amount of the duration of the visual-audio annotations, inorder to avoid disturbing repetition of annotations before having seen the vast majority(or all) of them. More details of each of these individual scores are presented in theoriginal publication [22].
In order to consider dependencies, we extend this formulation by multiplying the nodescore Ni by a dependency score δi, which takes into account node precedence relationsand their weights, and by a topology score τi, which depends from level of abstractiondistances, to obtain a final annotation score

Si = δiτiNi = δiτiγiσiHi (5.1)
5.5.1 The dependency score
The dependency score δi takes into account node precedence relations and the corre-sponding weights. It expresses the fact that the author would prefer a given node to bepresented after its enabling nodes, with a weight depending on the edge strength. Thisis achieved by taking the fuzzy logic AND (i.e., min operator) of a per-edge quantity thatexpresses if the node has already been presented, and which strength should have thisinformation. The dependency score of node i is thus given by

δi = min
j
(1− ei jH j) (5.2)

where j loops over all enabling nodes, ei j is the author-selected edge weight linkingnode i to node j, and H j is the history weight of the node j. For a strong dependencywith weight ei j = 1, when the parent node is not visited (H j = 1), the dependencyweight δi is 0, thus blocking the presentation of the node. When, instead, the par-ent is visited (H j = 0), the node has δi = 1, so the node is completely enabled, andis thus included in the potential candidates for selection. When dependencies are,instead, weak, i.e. ei j < 1, the dependency score will not reach 0, permitting, with lowprobability, the visit of a node even if all the enabling nodes have not yet been visited.
5.5.2 The topology score
The aim of the topology score is to provide a configurable orderly visit of the annotationdatabase, without large semantic jumps among proposed content. Since the graphstructure encodes relations among annotations, e.g., by grouping and definition oflevels of abstraction, we define a weight that favors proximity relations in the graph.
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For instance, it is preferred to visit children and siblings of the last active node, as thecontent of their annotation is likely more strictly related to what just presented thanthe content of other annotations in the graph.
For that purpose, we can define the semantic distance among two annotations as thetopological distance between the two nodes containing them, which is the length ofthe shortest path among the two nodes. In order to give the same proximity value tosiblings and children, we virtually insert edges among siblings. Note that this can bedone directly in the distance computation method, without any structure modification,by setting the distance among siblings to be one rather than two, as it would be requiredif we were forced to go up to the parent and then down again.
Given the current candidate node i and the last visited node j, the topology score τi isthen defined as:

τi = 1−β
min(di j,dMAX )

dMAX
(5.3)

where di j is the shortest path in the graph between node i and node j, while dMAX is anormalization factor used to define the maximum allowed topology distance, whichis independent of global graph size (i.e., adding or removing distant nodes), and isdefined at authoring time (Figure 5.4), and β is a scalar that is equal to zero if the useris interactively moving the lens and one otherwise.
In order to speed-up run-time evaluation of the topology score, we precompute inadvance all the mutual distances between graph nodes with the Floyd Warshall Algo-rithm [104], which provides the shortest distances between every pair of vertices in agraph.
The scalar β allows us to tune the behavior of the system depending on the currentsituation. Taking into account the topological distance in the annotation graph is ofprimary importance during automatic touring or when the user explicitly asks forsuggestions, as it is very reasonable to strongly favor semantic proximity over spatialproximity. On the other hand, when the user is freely moving, especially far from the lastdisplayed annotation, switching subjects in order to show locally relevant informationis often the expected behavior, as users typically move for new knowledge discovery,also signaling with their motion that the current story flow can be modified.
5.5.3 Choosing the best annotation
The next best annotation is then selected by taking into account the scores Si, whichdetermine the suitability of each particular annotation for a given context. When scoresare widely different, the annotation with the highest score must definitely be preferred,as lower-scored annotations would seem out-of-context. However, when scores arevery similar, several different annotations might be considered suitable. This is not anunlikely situation, especially when no annotation is overlapping with the current lens.To take into account this situation, rather than just selecting the annotation with thehighest score, we perform a stochastic selection among a small set of nodes that havea similar high score. In particular, we select a cutoff score Sc equal to a fraction C of the
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Figure 5.4: Topology distance. Annotation graph with parent and sibling relations.Topology distances computed with respect to the red node. Topology score is derivedby the depicted formula with dMAX = 4.

maximum achieved score, and extract the subset of K nodes which have a score higherthan this threshold. We then assign to each node in this subset a picking probability
pk =

Sk
∑i Si

, and select the next best annotation according to this probability. In such away, the exploration is open to a wider range of possible paths, while maintaining theauthor dependency requirements.
When the cutoff C is set to 100%, there is no stochastic selection, and the system,let alone, always repeats the same tour. In the work presented in this chapter, thecutoff C is, instead, tuned depending on the current situation. In particular, it is equalto 95% when searching for annotations while the user moves the lens, and to 60%otherwise. This makes it possible to choose among a large number of likely pathswhen performing automatic tours or the user is requesting suggestions, increasing thevariability of the exploration experience, while avoiding the selection of incoherentsolutions. This variability is important for casual visitors, as it makes the visit moreengaging and less repetitive (see subsection 5.7.2 for an evaluation of the effect).

5.6 User interface and device mapping
Our user interface for lens-based exploration requires minimal user input, and canbe mapped to input devices in a variety of ways. For lens and camera movement,we employ the recently-introduced approach of Bettio et al. [22], that couples lens
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and camera motion to always ensure a good focus-and-context placement of the lenswithin the view. Using this approach, the user manipulates only the lens, changing itsposition and radius, and the system automatically computes the camera translationand scale updates in order to always maintain a good focus-and-context situation. Inour current implementation, we realized both a multi-touch solution and a mouse-controlled version.
At the start of the navigation, the lens is moved to the best position for the first an-notation selected (a selected root node in the annotation graph). Then, the user canpan the lens by a one-finger pan gesture (or by using the left mouse button), and usepinch-to-zoom (or the wheel or up/down movement holding the right mouse button)to modify lens scale. In both cases, the controller adjusts camera position and zoom tomaintain the focus-and-context condition. The state machine, running in background,reacts to lens and camera motions to change interaction modes and update the display,as detailed in section 5.4.
The user interface also includes additional features that implement all the characteristicsof the controller. In particular, during the Show and Interact state, the lens always has asmall button with a cross that, when clicked (with a touch or a left mouse click), triggersthe Done signal (Figure 5.6). That signal communicates to the system the fact that theuser has finished inspecting the current annotation, and asks to visualize the next bestannotation. The Done button is not available during the Anticipation and the transitionstate Goto.

(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Annotation Rendering. Rendering within the lens shows the original anno-tation colors, instead for content outside of the lens the colors are transformed intograyscale.
Visual signals also enrich the interface during transitions. The Anticipation state, inparticular alerts the user that the current annotation is going to be replaced by the nextone. To convey this message, we progressively change the color of the lens boundaryfrom white to red, to alert the user that the system is about to go to the next annotationif the user does not restart to interact with the lens.
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Figure 5.6: Interface glyph. Glyphs rendered during interaction with the lens outsidethe current annotation area. A cross button, placed over the lens border, can be usedto communicate Done signal. Red arrow and spot indicate the direction and position ofthe next annotation center. Hand lens with minus sign, indicates necessity of zoom out(plus sign would be used for zoom in).

The other important visual signals concern annotation display. The representation usedfor the annotation depends on whether it is the currently active annotation or thenext proposed one, as well as on whether the annotation is within its display range oroutside it.
The current annotation, when considered displayable, is rendered with full color withinthe lens and dimmed outside the lens (Figure 5.5a). In the Anticipation state, as wellas in the Interact states when the lens moves out of the current annotation, both thecurrent annotation and the next one are displayed. When the next annotation becomescurrent, the previous one disappears.
One of the main problems to tackle is the display of annotations that are not currentlyvisible (e.g., far from the lens, outside of the view frustum, or outside of the zoomrange). This occurs, in particular, when the user must suggest the next annotation andprovide directions towards it.
The problem of displaying out-of-view objects is subject of much research, and themain techniques are distinguished among the use of leading cues attached to the target,meaning that some part of the cue is always spatially connected to the target, and
directing cues, mostly fixed in the user’s view and giving the user a general directionto the target instead of providing a direct path to follow [105]. In this work, we use acombination of both.
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In particular, to indicate to the user an annotation that cannot be displayed, we use acombination of three indication glyphs: arrow, spot and zoom (Figure 5.6). A dynamicallyoriented arrow placed around the lens, similar to a compass needle, points in thedirection toward the next annotation center. It acts as a directing cue, but is not fixed inthe view but attached to the lens, since it is, at the same time, the object that controlsnavigation and the area where the user is focusing. Moreover, if the annotation cannotbe displayed but is within the viewport (e.g., because out of zoom range), we use asleading cue a red filled dot placed at the center of the new annotation. A zoom indicator,a small hand lens with plus or minus sign, shows if a change of zoom is required toproperly see the annotation.
In addition to annotation overlays and leading and directing cues, we also employaudio to convey semantic information without overloading the visual channel. This isparticularly important for our lens-based interface, since fixed text areas would requireusers to move their focus out of the lens, while moveable text areas attached to thelens would provoke considerable masking in the lens context.

5.7 Implementation and results
We implemented the proposed approach by extending the web-based platform pre-sented in the previous chapters that targets multi-layered relightable models. Theclient can run in regular web browsers (we tested, in particular, Firefox, Chromium,and Chrome on both Windows and Linux platforms, and Edge on Windows), support-ing both mouse or multi-touch input using the TouchEvent API. Figure 5.7 shows howwe can adapt to multiple use cases, including full-screen display on large multitouchinstallations, and desktop or tablet visualization for web distribution.
The preparation of the relightable images and their layers, all the annotations and theauthored annotation grouping (node and edge attributes) in the relation-dependent,hierarchical graph, and all the associated audio clips are done off-line. They are storedin a repository that contains the set of image layers, the audio clips, a configurationfile that manages the arrangement of those layers, and a file that includes both thetext annotations with all the graph structure. At run-time, the viewer loads a scenedescription that includes the annotation database, and starts navigation by placing alens at the root position.
We have tested our system on a variety of models. In this chapter, we provide an objec-tive and subjective evaluation centered around the exploration of a cultural heritagescene, with the aim of analyzing and assessing the suitability of our navigation systemfor casual users, as typical on museum web sites or walk-up-and-use installations. Theaccompanying videos provide an illustration of the behavior of our method, as well assample footage from our user tests.
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Figure 5.7: Multiplatform application. The same web-based implementation is usedfor multiple use cases. The top image shows the application running inside a webbrowser on a desktop platform. The bottom images show two frames from the recordedvideo of an interactive session on a large touch screen for a walk-up-and-use museuminstallation.

5.7.1 Annotations Creation and Dataset Preparation
The test dataset is a relightable multi-layered rendered image of three representativemodels from the Mont’e Prama collection of prehistoric stone sculptures [47], [92]:Archer n.5, Boxer n.15, and Warrior n.3 (Figure 5.8), already used for the evaluation ofthe technique presented in chapter 4. The annotation database concerns reconstructionhypotheses, artistic details and part descriptions. It contains 108 annotations at multiplescales that form 25 annotation groups; in total we have 107 edges that express groupsand nodes dependencies. An illustration of all annotations in one single frame and thedensity of all lenses is shown in Figure 5.8. All the annotations were given the sameauthored importance.
In creating our annotation database, our goal was to enrich the plain visual represen-
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Figure 5.8: Mont’e Prama Dataset. Three statues from the Mont’e Prama collection ofprehistoric stone sculptures (from left to right): Warrior n.3, Archer n.5, and Boxer n.15.The left image shows the content of all the annotations of the database, while the rightimage shows the corresponding lenses.

tation with pieces of interesting information taken from the historical and semanticknowledge in the Mont’e Prama related literature [93]. The intention was to ensurethat the annotations, in terms of visual and audio content, are easy to interpret fora common user, without any prior knowledge of paleo history. We started from thework described in the previous chapter (chapter 4), adding more annotations (from
44 to 108), including more annotation kindes, adding audiovisual information, andstructuring them in a graph.
Starting from the source information contained in a dedicated archaeological booksseries [93], we created a variety of new annotations, that can be concisely classifiedinto (A) graphical extensions of missing parts, limbs and accessories of the statues (total
n. 22) (Figure 5.9a), (B) prominent regions of peculiar patterns and designs (total n. 11)(Figure 5.9b), (C) highlighted areas with particular conservation states (e.g., showing wellpreserved parts for virtual reconstruction or their dimensions) (total n. 54) (Figure 5.9c),(D) visual pointers of biological phenomena unseen to the naked eyes (total n. 13)(Figure 5.9d), (E) frames marked with exclusive segments for additional historic andsculpting details (e.g. highlighting fine carving details over the surface together withinformation about sculpture techniques and tools) supported by pictorial referencesor images (e.g., comparison with small bronze statues) (total n. 08) (Figure 5.9e).Each annotation contains both a visual markup, intended lens position and renderingparameters, and an explanatory audio clip.
5.7.2 Scoring system analysis
The proposed framework allows one to mix purely automatic navigation with interaction,since the user may take control of the lens during any path, and auto navigation restartsfrom the new user-updated lens and view configuration. We show this behaviour inFigure 5.11. The transitions marked with red arrows depict lens movements/positions
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)
Figure 5.9: Annotation Classes. Derived from the literature [93], we create a variety ofannotation classes i.e., (a) graphical extensions of missing parts, (b) regions of peculiarpatterns and designs, (c) highlighted areas with particular conservation states, (d) visualpointers to regions interested by biological phenomena hardly visible to the naked-eye,and (e) historic and sculpting details.

decided by the user (not by the automatic generated path); the next annotation selectedby the automatic algorithm (transitions marked with green arrows) takes into accountthe dependency graph and the history, while being consistent with the lens positioningprovided by the user. In Figure 5.11, after the first three automatic frames, the userinterrupts the automatic navigation three times, in order to move and inspect all thethree statues. The accompanying video shows additional examples of this behavior, inwhich we seamlessly move from automatic touring to interactive exploration, and, eachtime, the tour restarts taking into account the possibly largely modified local context.
In order to evaluate the behavior of our scoring system, we tested the automaticnavigation without the free movements introduced by the manual exploration (see sub-section 5.7.3 for a detailed analysis of users’ interaction and their subjective validation).
In this setup, since the graph was authored with a single root node (the statue overview)required for all further inspection (dependency weight=1), we expect that the navigationalways starts from the root and, from there, a relevance-based order would be followedby navigation, taking into account graph hierarchy and node/edge priorities. In addition,we expect our navigation to enable a good level of variety, due to the stochastic aspectsof our annotation selection (subsection 5.5.3). We performed 20 automatic tours,each of them visiting 20 nodes, always starting from an initial position at the center ofthe screen and viewing all the visible scene in the viewport. Despite the same initialconditions, the 20 tours visited a total of 69 nodes with respect to the 108 contained in
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Figure 5.10: Automatic navigation. Top row (yellow outline):an example of automaticnavigation without using the dependency graph. The path proceeds by going from anannotation to the most similar one, without taking into account semantic aspects (e.g.,same statue, from more general to specific annotation). Other rows (blue outline): sev-eral examples of automatic navigation with the dependency graph. All exploration pathsstart from the same annotation, and all tours share a similar flow, dictated by authoredgraph dependencies. Nonetheless, they introduce variations due to our stochastic next-best annotation selection process. The dependencies introduce semantic aspects, inthis example favoring the presentation of a statue’s detail after presenting its overview.

the graph. This fact shows how a stochastic component in path selection avoids fullrepetitiveness, providing different exploration experiences to the users, also in fullyautomated mode.
Figure 5.10 (bottom three rows) shows three runs of the auto-navigation, with timegoing from left to right. It is clear how the first view is always the same, i.e., the graphroot presenting the annotation related to the whole set of statues. Even if the lensis centered, providing a higher node priority to the center statue, there are severalsituations in which one of the other statues is selected first, due to our selection strategywith picking probability proportional to weight and our loose β value in this mode ofoperation. From there, the navigation continues with a spatial and semantic consistency,

Figure 5.11: Mixing automatic and free exploration. Our framework enables bothautomatic and free navigation. As soon as the user moves the lens (transitions markedwith red arrow), the automatic navigation stops. When it restarts (transitions markedin green), the next frame is selected by taking into account both the dependency graph,the navigation history, and the user-updated lens and view configuration.
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e.g., if a high-level node of a statue has been visited, the navigation continues withhigher probability in the leaf nodes of that same statue. The semantic choice cooperateswith the spatial one; if the visualization of a statue’s annotation enables the visiting ofthe detail nodes of that statue, the visiting of nearby details of another statue still remainblocked until their enabling nodes have been enabled. Thus, the authored hierarchicalgrouping of the annotations enables the introduction of semantic constraints.
Conversely, when edges are not present, as in previous work on lens navigation [22],such constraints are not possible, and the next best annotation in a navigation pathmay be selected from a nearby statue based on pure proximity consideration. Werepeated the 20 runs with 20 annotations each, using the same database, but with edgedependencies disabled. In such a situation, we explored a total of 72 nodes. Since moredegrees of freedom are available due to the lack of edges linking to enabling nodes,the number of visited nodes is slightly larger. However, the paths are less structured, asthey jump more frequently, for instance, from one statue to another. The first row ofFigure 5.10 shows an example of that kind of navigation, where edges are removed, andnavigation proceeds purely by selecting the most similar annotations. Without takinginto account a hierarchy of nodes, the storytelling aspect of the automatic navigationmight get lost, as also demonstrated by our dedicated user study (section 5.7.3).

Figure 5.12: Score vs Weights Correlation. We show the Pearson correlation coefficientbetween the final annotation score and each factor that contributes to that score. Wecan see that the three most important factors are the Overlap, Topology, and Locationweights.
In order to better understand how the next annotation is selected, and to have a moreclear idea about the contributions of the single weights to the final annotation rankingscore, we also launched several autotours, and we collected a series of data to computethe Pearson correlation coefficient ρS,x = cov(S,x)/σSσx between the final score S and theindividual components x of the scoring system of Equation 5.1. In particular, we considerthe author-defined annotation importance γ , the history score H, the dependency
δ , the topology weight τ , and the three weights that produce the similarity value σ ,i.e., the lens overlap σlens, the context overlap σcont , and the location similarity σloc.
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The results are reported in Figure 5.12. As we can see, there is a good balance in thedifferent terms, but the three most important factors are the Overlap, Topology, and
Location weights. It is important to note that overlap and location are closely relatedto selection by spatial proximity, while topology relates to semantic continuity.
5.7.3 User study
The proposed navigation framework has been obtained by combining two main el-ements. From the narrative side, we have the audio-visual annotations and theirstructured organization, while from the purely visual data we have the multi-layered 2Dmodel. From the user point of view, it is extremely challenging to assess and validate thecombination of a narrative element and the interface that drives the communicationbetween that and the user. This is mainly due to the lack of reliable and standardmetrics or practices that have enough consensus when assessing interface usabilitytogether with content user understanding. Considering and evaluating each part sepa-rately might be a good way to quantify their contribution to the user experience [106].However, this approach does not take into account the effects that only arise becauseof the combination of several elements. If those components increase in number,the combinatorial nature of the problem makes the evaluation even more complex,unreliable, and non-practical.
For this reason, we concentrate here on answering two main research questions thatare connected to the main differences between this work and previous ones.
The first question is whether the introduction of an annotation graph, with edgesconnecting annotations to their enabling nodes, leads to explorations that are perceivedas an important improvement over presentations using methods that only consideredan individual list of annotations (e.g., [22]). This question is explored through our
Autotour test (section 5.7.3).
The second question is, instead, related to the overall user experience. In particular, wewant to investigate whether casual users remain active or passive in presence of systemthat provide both automatic touring and interactive exploration, and if they prefer asystem that actively follows their actions or prefer to limit their interaction to localinvestigations inside an inflexible authored story. This question is explored through our
Interaction test (section 5.7.3).
Autotour Test

Goal The purpose of this test is to understand, from the user perspective, if theintroduction of the structured annotation graph increases the user experience duringthe Autotour mode compared to an automatic navigation that is free and ignores thesemantic relationships between annotations. In this setup, in order to have a morecontrolled experiment, user interaction is not considered.
Configurations We produce two types of videos of automatic exploration of thedigital model. One is obtained by launching the Autotour mode that uses the structured
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S1-G GRAPH Visit is more engaging than FREE Visit.
S2-G GRAPH Visit held my attention more than FREE Visit.
S3-F GRAPH Visit is more boring than FREE Visit.
S4-G Information presentation is more clear in GRAPH Visit than in FREE Visit.
S5-G GRAPH Visit presents the information more organically than FREE Visit.
S6-G GRAPH Visit provided me with more intellectual stimulation than FREE Visit.
S7-G GRAPH Visit, more than FREE Visit, motivated me to learn more about theMont’e Prama collection
S8-F GRAPH Visit, more than FREE Visit, presents the cultural heritage content in amore scattered way.
S9-F GRAPH Visit is more distracting than FREE Visit.
S10-G The story told by GRAPH Visit is better structured than that told by FREE Visit.
S11-G In GRAPH Visit I gained more knowledge than in FREE Visit.
S12-G I enjoyed GRAPH Visit more than the FREE Visit.

Table 5.1: Autotour Test - Statements. List of statements in the Autotour evaluationLikert-scale questionnaire. In order to avoid agreement bias, half of the participantswere presented the questions in their reverse form, i.e., swapping GRAPH and FREE asthe preferred method.

annotation graph, while the other produces an automatic exploration by completelyignoring annotation semantic relationships encoded in edges, therefore approximatingthe method of Bettio et al. [22] that works on a flat annotation database. The contentpresented in the two videos starts exactly from the same database in terms of visualrepresentations (shape, color, illumination, etc.), texts, drawings, and audio clips. Themain difference between the two videos is the way the information has been selectedand organized for presentation. Each visit has an equal length of two minutes. We haveproduced many different Autotour navigations with the two modalities, in order notto have biases produced by a particular exploration run. We call the two modalities
GRAPH visit and FREE visit.
Tasks We ask participants to take a look at the two virtual visits of a set of threestatues from the Mont’e Prama collection, and to build an opinion on which of themthey prefer. We will ask them several questions to understand that opinion.
Design The test is subdivided in three phases. We first ask general questions to theusers, in order to understand the type and distribution of the participants. In the secondpart, we blindly show participants two videos of a navigation of a digital model. Theparticipants don’t know which video is the GRAPH or FREE mode; the users don’t even
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Figure 5.13: Autotour Test - Evaluation. Histograms of responses for the statements inTable 5.1. Responses are color mapped from left (dark red, Strongly Disagree) to right(dark blue, Strongly Agree).

know the details of the two modalities, they only know that the two videos presentdifferent model explorations. From the produced videos in the two modalities (with orwithout structured annotation graph), for each user we randomly pick one examplefrom each modality, and we randomized the video presentation order. Finally, we askseveral questions to understand which videos/exploration they have preferred. Wedesign the questionnaire as a Likert Scale [107] form with a series of twelve statements(Table 5.1), with five possible choices, i.e., Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree,
Strongly Agree. The statements are marked as SX −G or SX −F depending on the factthat a positive feedback is respectively given to the proposed solution (GRAPH) or thereference navigation strategy (FREE). The questions are inspired by Othman’s work [108]about measuring visitors’ experiences and engagement in museum visits. To avoid theagreement bias, i.e., the tendency of a respondent to agree with a statement when indoubt, half the respondents were presented with the questions reversed, i.e., swapping
GRAPH and FREE references in their formulation. To simplify the presentation of theresults, we have transformed back the order for the half cases in which we inverted the
G/F order. In addition, some questions are slightly similar or opposite to each other tocreate a redundancy that is useful to test if the user has given consistent responses.We take this into account in the computation of the questionnaire consistency score.
Participants The group of participants consists in 140 users (65% female and 35%male). The 3.6% are high school graduates, 5% with an associate’s degree, 29.3% witha Bachelor’s degree, 41.4% with a Graduate or professional degree, and 20% have aPhD. About 84% have a STEM background, while 10% of them come from the Humani-
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Figure 5.14: Autotour Test - Statements Score. Scores obtained by each statement inTable 5.1. Positive scores mean agreement, while negative scores mean disagreement.In blue are statements that favor the GRAPH visit, while in red are those that favoritethe FREE visit. In all statements, users agree that GRAPH visit is better than FREE one.

ties field. They were recruited using a mailing lists across various leading institutionsinvolved in both Computer Science (specifically Computer Graphics and Visualization),CH studies, and applications. Through direct mailing, we have also tried to includeparticipants representative of the general public, with a more heterogeneous back-ground. They are researchers (15%), students (22.1%), teachers/professors (22.1%),IT professionals (2.1%), developers (5.0%), house wives (4.3%), and others (29.3%),which include freelancers, technologists, managers, and unemployed people. The ageis ranging from 18-25 (41.4%), to 26-35 (29.3%), 36-50 (18.6%), 51-64 (10%), and over65 (0.7%). We also have a heterogeneous set of people in terms of familiarity withmuseums/exhibitions and virtual museum presentations. About 60% of them havevisited a museum last year, but 45% of them have no familiarity with virtual museumpresentations; for the 60% of them, this is the first time they try an interactive setupsimilar to that proposed in this thesis. Finally, half of them did not have any knowledgeof the Mont’e Prama collection presented in the test.
User evaluation We evaluate the Autotour test from three points of view, i.e., graph-ically, by a scoring system, and by computing the Cronbach’s alpha reliability of thequestionnaire. We choose the Cronbach’s alpha since it is the most commonly usedmetrics to assess the internal consistency of a questionnaire made up of multiple Likert-type scales [109], [110]. First, we plot the histogram of responses for each statement(Figure 5.13). The responses are color mapped from left (dark red is Strongly Disagree)to right (dark blue is Strongly Agree. It is clear how the SX −G statements are moretowards the Agree and Strongly Agree part, while the SX −F statements contain more
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disagreement form the user. These results confirm that the user prefers more the
GRAPH than the FREE navigation; this can be seen in the last statement, which explicitlyask the user the preference between the two exploration strategy. Here, 53.6% of theparticipants prefer the GRAPH Visit, 23.6% have a neutral opinion, while only 22.8%prefer the FREE Visit. In order to assign a numerical score to each single statement anda global score to the entire test, we linearly map each of the five responses to scoringvalue, as typical for Likert scales [107]. In our case, respectively, from Strongly Disagreeto Strongly Agree, we assign −1, −1/2, 0, 1/2, 1 values. The statement score is theaverage of the responses received by participants. As illustrated in Figure 5.14, thestatements marked as SX −G obtain a positive score, while the statements that judgepositively the FREE Visit (marked as SX −F), received a negative score. This, again,confirms that in each statement the users prefer the GRAPH Visit. In order to computethe final global score, we take the average of statement scores, after negating thosemarked as SX −F , obtaining a value between −1 and 1. A positive global score wouldmean that the users prefer our proposed automatic exploration system, a negative scorethat they prefer the other one, while a close to zero score would mean no preference.The final global score is 0.55, showing a very marked preference for the GRAPH version.We found that the reliability of the questionnaire is very high, with a Cronbach’s alphaequal to 0.91. Since some questions are by design redundant, and since this can causea bias in the Cronbach’s alpha computation, we have also estimated the reliability byremoving statements 2,5,10, and 12; the Cronbach’s alpha becomes 0.81, which is stillvery high. The user test thus confirms that the more coherent order induced by thegraph, as evaluated in subsection 5.7.2, leads to a perceivably improved experience.

Figure 5.15: Interaction Test - Evaluation. Histograms of responses for the statementsin Table 5.2. Responses are color mapped from left (dark red, Strongly Disagree) toright (dark blue, Strongly Agree).
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S1-A ADAPTIVE exploration is more engaging than FIXED exploration.
S2-F FIXED exploration held my attention more than ADAPTIVE exploration.
S3-A FIXED exploration is more boring than ADAPTIVE exploration.
S4-A Information presentation is more clear with ADAPTIVE exploration than withFIXED exploration.
S5-F ADAPTIVE exploration, more than FIXED exploration, guides you toward newannotations far from the region you want to explore.
S6-A ADAPTIVE exploration provided me with more intellectual stimulation thanFIXED exploration.
S7-F FIXED exploration, more than ADAPTIVE exploration, motivated me to learnmore about the Mont’e Prama collection.
S8-F FIXED exploration, more than ADAPTIVE exploration, follows better your ex-ploration intention.
S9-A FIXED exploration is more distracting than ADAPTIVE exploration.
S10-F They story told by FIXED exploration satisfies you more than that told byADAPTIVE exploration.
S11-A With ADAPTIVE exploration I gained more knowledge than with FIXED explo-ration.
S12-F I enjoyed more FIXED exploration than ADAPTIVE exploration.

Table 5.2: Interaction Test - Statements. List of statements in the Interaction evaluationLikert-scale questionnaire. In order to avoid the agreement bias, half of the participantswere presented the questions in their reverse form, i.e., swapping FIXED and ADAPTIVEas the preferred method.

Interactive navigation test

Goal We aim to compare a classical exploration based on fixed authored tours withthe new proposed solution where the tour is adaptively adjusted in response to useractions. For more generality, rather than restricting our comparison to the fully staticvideo presentations proposed by systems such as CHER-Ob [88], we chose as a term ofcomparison the slightly more flexible interruptible video navigation method popularizedby ArtMyn [111], which allows users to pause the video presentation to perform localexploration. In addition to analyzing user preferences, we also want to investigatewhether casual users remain active or passive in front of these presentation systems.
Configurations We configure two types of interaction experiences. In the first one,called FIXED, we show participants an image of an artwork, and we guide them througha pre-established and pre-recorded (but interruptible) navigation of a sequence ofannotations attached to it. At any moment, the user can interrupt the navigation, andinteract with the virtual environment to inspect the database, e.g., to look in more detailat some areas discussed in the pre-recorded story. After interaction, the automaticnavigation continues from the point where it was stopped (as in the navigation method
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Figure 5.16: Interaction Test - Statements Score. Scores obtained by each statement inTable 5.2. Positive scores mean agreement, while negative scores mean disagreement.In blue are statements that favorite the ADAPTIVE exploration, while in red are thosethat favorite the FIXED navigation. Apart from statement 5 and 9, users agree that
ADAPTIVE visit is better than FIXED one.

popularized by ArtMyn [111]), following the fixed pre-recorded annotation path. In thesecond interaction test, called ADAPTIVE, we adaptively select and present annotationswith the methods presented in this chapter, which allow users to freely mix interactionwith guided touring.
Tasks The experiments consisted in letting users to freely explore the annotatedsculptures, after a minimal training and without external direction. Users were toldthat their goal was simply to enjoy the experience and acquire information at theirown pace in a prescribed short limited amount of time, exploiting the audio-visualannotations provided by the system, and using the interaction capabilities of the lens-based interface. This reflects well the scenario of a walk-up-and-use experience in amuseum setup, as well as the situation encountered in museum web sites.
Design The test is subdivided in two phases, focused on the interface usability andthe presentation rationale/order. In the first phase, each participant actively tests thetwo exploration modalities, i.e. FIXED and ADAPTIVE. The modalities are presentedto the participant in a random order. First, we make users familiar with the interfaceand the navigation task; so, before the actual test, users receive a one-page instructiondescribing the overall test, the interface, and the user-interface mapping; they are alsoallowed to test the tool without performing the task. After that, the exploration taskis performed with the two configurations, and a series of variables are recorded tomeasure the user experience, i.e., number of annotation visited (manually or during
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an autotour), autotour or interaction time, etc. Each test has a fixed duration of 3minutes. At the end of both the two interaction experiments, the participants wereasked to fill a Likert scale questionnaire with five options for each question, i.e., Strongly
Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly Agree. The statements are marked as
SX −A or SX −F depending on the fact that a positive feedback is respectively givento the proposed solution (ADAPTIVE) or the reference navigation strategy (FIXED). Thetwelve statements of the questionnaire are shown in Table 5.2. The type and order ofthe statements are designed and presented to the user with the same rationale of theprevious test (see section 5.7.3), including the strategy to avoid the agreement bias. Tosimplify result presentation, questions are presented here in their canonical form.
Participants The group of participants consists in 33 users (21.2% female and 78.8%male) recruited among students, families and friends of researchers working at ourcenter. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision and, as now extremely com-mon, had basic computer or smartphone literacy. The 6.1% are high school graduates,
24.2% with a Bachelor’s degree, 33.3% with a Graduate or professional degree, 33.3%have a PhD, and 3.0% prefer not to answer. About 94% have a STEM background, while
3% of them come from the Humanities field. They are researchers (54.5%), students(18.2%), teachers/professors (6.1%), developers (12.1%), and others (9.1%), whichinclude home workers, designers, and administrators. The age are ranging from lessthan 18 (3.0%), 18-25 (9.1%), 26-35 (24.2%), 36-50 (48.5%), and 51-64 (15.2%). We alsohave an heterogeneous set of people in terms of familiarity with museums/exhibitionsand virtual museum presentations. About 80% of them have visited a museum lastyear, and 9.1% of them have no familiarity with virtual museum presentations; for
15.2% of them, this is the first time they try an interactive setup. Finally, only 6.1% ofthem did not have any knowledge of the Mont’e Prama collection presented in the test.
User evaluation As for the previous test, we evaluate the Interaction test from threepoints of view, i.e., graphically, by a scoring system, and by computing the Cronbach’salpha reliability of the questionnaire. First, we plot the histogram of responses foreach statement (Figure 5.15). The responses are color mapped from left (dark red,
Strongly Disagree) to right (dark blue, Strongly Agree). It is clear how the majority of
SX −A statements are more towards the Agree and Strongly Agree part, while mostof the SX −F statements express a disagreement form the user. While responses aregenerally consistent, we discovered that some questions are not clear to some of theusers. S5−F asks the users if the ADAPTIVE exploration leads farther away from theregion they want to explore than the FIXED path navigation; ADAPTIVE explorationtypically remains close to the position of the user, while FIXED mode will continueto the next pre-defined annotation, completely ignoring user will. In fact, when thestatement expresses the same concept, but in a different way, such as the statement
S8−F , some users recognize that the FIXED exploration does not follow the participantsexploration intention better than the ADAPTIVE exploration. Although users gainedmore knowledge from the ADAPTIVE exploration (S11−A), and found the proposedsolution more satisfactory (S12−F ,S6−A) and engaging (S1−A). Nonetheless theyfound the ADAPTIVE slightly more distracting than the FIXED one (S9−A). The effect is
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very small, and it is not evident to judge the reason as no specific comments were made.Our hypothesis is that, especially for naive users, the reduced set of possibilities offeredby the FIXED exploration requires less learning and mental effort to manage navigationdecisions, reducing the mental mode switches from fully guided to interactive. In anycase, the unambiguous final statement demonstrates that the users prefer more the
ADAPTIVE modalities than the FIXED one. In particular, 63.6% of the participants preferthe ADAPTIVE navigation, 9.1% does not have a preference, while 27.3% prefer the
FIXED alternative. We assign a numerical score to both each single statement anda global score to the entire test similarly to the previous test. As done in the User
evaluation of section 5.7.3, we convert qualitative responses to numerical values, thusobtaining the final scores per statement in Figure 5.16. Even with the presence of theinconsistently interpreted statements, most of the statements marked as SX −A obtaina positive score, while most of those that judge positively the FIXED exploration (markedas SX −F), received a negative score. This, again, confirms the strong preferencetowards the ADAPTIVE solution. In order to compute the final global score, we sumall the single statement scores, by multiplying by −1 those marked as SX −F , andwe remap between 0 and 1. A positive global score means that the users prefer ourproposed automatic exploration system, otherwise they prefer the other one. The finalglobal score is 0.58, showing a large preference. We found that the reliability of thequestionnaire is very high, with a Cronbach’s alpha equal to 0.91 for all questions, and
0.87 after the removal of redundant statements, i.e., 2,5,10, and 12.
Usage statistics The different perception of the two modalities is also reflected in adifferent usage pattern, despite the very similar control interface. On average, usersspend considerably more time interacting using the ADAPTIVE solution. On average,41.6s (median 40.5, min 0, max 108) are spent actively moving the lens, against the29.2 for the FIXED solution (median 28, min 0, max 77.3). Interestingly, there hasbeen a user that in both cases remained completely passive, just listening to the storywithout ever attempting to move the lens. The interactive exploration in the ADAPTIVEsolution also leads to a slightly larger number of annotations visited. On average,16.6 annotations (median 17, min 9. max 27) are presented (with overlay and audioexplanation) against the 15.2 (median 14, min 8, max 51) for the FIXED version. Thehigher number of annotations is due to the dynamic activation of new annotations whenthe users explore new areas. Again, here, it is interesting to note the singular behaviorof a user (one of the two that never attempted to move the lens) that continuouslyskipped to the next annotation at maximum speed (reaching the max of 51 annotationsdisplayed and played in 3 minutes).
Free comments After the experiments, we collected in the web forms a series ofcomments about both the FIXED and ADAPTIVE explorations. Several users explicitlystated that the FIXED modality is a little confusing, since they ”have no control overthe system. The system just explains things and the only thing the user can do isskip the explanations”. They find it annoying that, when they move around, they canonly explore the model without having any explanation of what they are looking at,so they find it of little use to let the user move around interrupting the guided tour.
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Similarly, other users complain about the fact that they don’t find too intuitive howto guide the interaction; they could easily find regions of interest in the three statues,but couldn’t find a way to visualize their details by themselves without waiting forthe auto-tour to show them (if the Autotour decides to show them). Moreover, whenthey focus on a detail they continue to hear another audio explanation from the pre-defined series of visual/audio annotation. From this perspective they much preferredthe ADAPTIVE configuration, finding it pretty nice and flexible. They can enjoy jumpingfrom an annotation to another without waiting for the predefined path tour. So the
ADAPTIVE exploration allows them to inspect much more details. We can also concludethat the FIXED exploration is more geared towards a mostly passive experience, withlittle differences than watching a video. Finally, several comments suggested possiblechanges in the interface implementation. For the FIXED modality they ask to providemore visual cues and colors. Conversely, for both modalities, they find that would beuseful to speed up the annotation time (it takes too long to change the lens color), toallow users to move not only the lens but also the background scene, and to changethe glyph for the Done button (they think that an X isn’t the perfect button for thisaction). While in preparing the annotations we favored the audio and visual overlays toavoid clutter, a part of the users suggested us to add some more text to the annotatedregions, since they think it could make the CH content easier to understand. Concerningthe audio annotation, users suggest to fade that out smoothly when changing theannotation, rather than stopping it abruptly. Moreover, one user suggested to includea list of available annotations displayed somewhere in the screen (e.g. a thumbnailbar) to complement the current presentation display. Most of these suggestions pointto aspects orthogonal to this work, and might be integrated in future versions of thesystem.

5.8 Discussion
We have proposed a framework that aims at presenting annotations in a structuredway. The approach is meant to support casual users to explore, at their own pace,spatially annotated 2D models using an interactive lens that moves from an interestingarea to the next, while also responding to user inputs, following shifts in interest andattention. The presentation order is dynamically dependent on lens position, navigationhistory and authoring information encoded in an annotation graph. The integrationof a stochastic recommendation system that interprets context-dependent scores astransition probabilities makes it possible to increase the variability of exploration paths.Moreover, the user can freely mix personal/free exploration with automatic touring.
Our very preliminary evaluation has shown the potential interest of the approach, butalso highlighted areas for future research. First of all, the current approach is targetedtowards the exploration of areas that fit well on a circular lens, but should be refinedwhen pointing at areas where linear or extended features should be explored. Weplan to address this problem by storing at each node not only a single lens position,but a lens path for the exploration of the annotated area. Second, the dependenciespresented here currently target the definition of simple precedence relations expressed
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by taking the fuzzy AND of values coming from enabling nodes. It is worth exploringwhether fully supporting other logical operators (i.e., at least OR, XOR, and NOT) wouldbe beneficial for improving the authoring expressiveness. Edges, in addition, might alsobenefit from being augmented with audio information, which could be played when aparticular transition is activating, extending the current experience that limits audioclips to individual annotations. This latter feature, while interesting, is feasible withinthe current system for fully automatic transitions that move from one node to the next,but might require special care to be integrated with free-form lens motion.
The proposed annotation graph, state machine, and navigation interface have beenapplied in this work to interactions on an image plane. Such a 2D interactive explorationis natural for 2D objects, and is often applied also to fixed views of general 3D objects.The relightable 2.5D dataset used in this work is a typical example. A particularly inter-esting extension would be to apply this work to full 3D models using a less constrainedinterface. While, from the annotation point of view, our proposed concepts shouldalready support a direct 3D extension, the interactive control and guiding componentswould need to be significantly extended. First of all, interactively manipulating lenseson 3D models require special care. Several solutions have been proposed to controllenses in screen-space (e.g., [112]–[114] or object-space (e.g., [75], [115]), but none ofthese techniques seamlessly supports navigation on multiple models with coupled lensand camera control. How to control a lens while keeping an effective focus and contextsituation is an open problem in 3D. In terms of guidance, moreover, the various termsused for determining the next best lens would need to be adapted to 3D, in particulartaking into account 3D visibility. A starting point could be the work done by Balsa etal. [97] for camera navigation.
Moreover, authoring, orthogonal to this work, also deserves attention, in particularin case of extension of the dependency logic. Finally, our current evaluation was verypreliminary, and focused mostly on responding to our the main research questions, i.e.,whether the presence of dependency among annotations perceivably improves theexperience, and whether users enjoy our flexible interactive or mostly interactive toursbetter than the more standard fixed auto-touring features. More work is required toobjectively assess the effectiveness of our user interface. It will be also interesting toevaluate whether the proposed approach, currently tuned to museum applications,can be extended to more complex situations requiring specific visualization tasks to besolved or particular user needs to be addressed.

5.9 Bibliographic notes
The research presented in this chapter was originally presented in our STAG2021 con-tribution [28], that received the Honorable mention in best paper award category.The approach was later very significantly extended and published in the Computer& Graphics Journal [29]. The content of this chapter is based on the journal version.Video demonstrations are included as additional multimedia together with the originalpublication [29]. I have significantly contributed to the conceptualization, methodology,and validation of the method and was one of the primary authors of these papers. A
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later simplified refinement has been applied to the exploration of a very large anno-tated artwork for an exhibition [1]. For this latter paper, my contribution was only inthe application of the previously designed approach based on lenses and graph-basedannotation databases to this particular use case.
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Chapter 6

Cultural heritage pilot

This thesis has been carried out in the context of the European Union’s H2020 re-
search and innovation program grant 813170 (EVOCATION). Within this project,
we have carried out a pilot to evaluate the application of our research to two
use cases in the cultural heritage domain. I have, in particular, participated
to the acquisition of cultural heritage items, to the creation and annotation
models, and to creation of interactive application for their exploration using the
lens-based techniques introduced in this thesis. This chapter briefly summarizes
the work performed and the results achieved.

6.1 The EVOCATION pilots
The EVOCATION project, within which this thesis was carried out, targeted the creationof shareable representations of shape and material models from high-fidelity capture,as well as their annotation and virtual presentation in web clients.
In this chapter, I discuss two use cases performed at the National Archaeological Mu-seum of Cagliari (Italy), an associated project partner, that illustrate the entire pipelineup to virtual presentation, and use, for that purpose, the methods and techniquesthat were developed within this thesis. We are grateful to the staff and curators of theNational Archaeological Museum, Cagliari (Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Cagliari)and its National Gallery (Pinacoteca Nazionale di Cagliari) for their support in access tothe artworks for the purpose of digitization and for annotation information.

6.2 Retablo S. Bernardino
The first pilot has been devoted to the capture and visualization of paintings held atthe National Gallery (Pinacoteca Nazionale) of Cagliari (Italy), one of the expositorysites of the National Archaeological Museum of Cagliari. The museum is well known
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Figure 6.1: Capture and relighting of a painting (panel of the polyptych retable of
Saint Bernardino (1455), Cagliari, Italy). The optical response of the painting surfaceto variable illumination is measured by taking a few tens of photos using a fixed reflexcamera and a hand-held LED (left). The Multi-Light Image Collection is then transformedto a shape and material representation, which is used for interactive relighting (right)

Figure 6.2: Capture and relighting of a painting (panel of the polyptych retable of Saint
Bernardino (1455), Cagliari, Italy). Details of the components of the capture setup.

for the display of several paintings of Sardinian artists dated from 16th to 20th century,pictorial works (15th to 18th century) of the Genoese, Neapolitan, and Roman school,and some Sardinian and Catalan retabli of the 15th to 16th centuries.
Given the current research and restoration activity performed by scholars on the setof retabli, we have applied the techniques developed in the project to the on-sitecapture, reconstruction, and web-based multi-layer visualization of the shape andmaterial (BRDFs) of two panel parts of the Retablo S. Bernardino (1455). This retablo isa polyptych originally from the chapel of St. Bernardino in the St. Francesco churchin Cagliari, Italy, and currently preserved and displayed at the Pinacotheca. The firstanalyzed panel, measuring 34x25cm, depicts the prophet Daniel, while the second,measuring about 53x35cm, shows the piety of Christ. Both are painted in oil on awooden support.
Both paintings have been acquired in a completely dark room, by performing a free-form RTI setup, with a 36.3 Mpixels DSLR FX Nikon D810 Camera with a 50mm AF NikkorLens and a handheld white LED (5500K) covering the entire visible spectrum (Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.3: Retablo S. Bernardino - Prophet Daniel. From left to right, top to bottom:relighting of the computed SV-BRDF by using a directional light; relighting of the com-puted SV-BRDF by using a spot light; monochromatic rendering; normal map layer;diffuse/albedo map; relighting of the specular component by using a directional light.

Figure 6.4: Retablo S. Bernardino - Piety of Christ. From left to right, top to bottom:relighting of the computed SV-BRDF by using a directional light; relighting of the com-puted SV-BRDF by using a spot light; monochromatic rendering; normal map layer;diffuse/albedo map; relighting of the specular component by using a directional light.

left). I have performed the capture at the museum together with my colleagues RuggeroPintus and Antonio Zorcolo. We have acquired about 60 images for each MLIC. Theacquired data has been calibrated with four glossy spheres (for light direction), and witha gray frame positioned around the object (see Figure 6.1 left), using the camera andlight calibration method recently presented by Pintus et al. [116]. All the components ofthe capture setup are depicted in Figure 6.2.
The extraction of the shape, in terms of normal maps, and the optical material be-haviour, represented by a spatially-varying BRDF, has been performed by employingthe algorithms presented in our GCH 2021 contribution [117]. For that work, I did notcontribute to the design of the technique, but I supported the generation of results.
The final processed data is represented by a multi-layer data structure, and we usedthe tools and techniques discussed in chapter 3 to allow users to explore the model atmultiple scales, performing relighting, layer selection and combination, and focus-and-context examination with visualization lenses.
In our implementation, used for the retablo inspection, we enable the concurrentvisualization of a base layer and a single lens layer, and we use visualization modesfully configured using presets. In this scenario, various rendering modes are carefullyauthored at data preparation time, and we finally rely on a multilayered dataset de-scription and on two lists of preset rendering configurations, one for the base layer andone for the lens layer. Such simplified setup makes it possible to target a non-expertaudience, with a wide range of possible users. In addition, this viewer is complemented
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Figure 6.5: Retablo S. Bernardino. Multi-layer visualization through a lens tool ina focus-and-context setup. The context consists in the rendering of the computedSV-BRDF by using spot (left) or directional (right) light. Inside the lens we render adifferent layer or use a different rendering mode, in order to facilitate the inspection ofsome shape and material characteristics of the surface (e.g., normal map and surfaceroughness).

by two other interaction widgets: one for enabling/disabling the lens and another forswitching from relighting mode to measurement mode. In relighting mode, one-fingerdragging is mapped to light direction control using the standard trackball interface. Inmeasurement mode, the single touch operation allows us to display Φd = 90 slice ofthe BRDF under the cursor, which is a good indicator of the main reflectance featuresof the underlying material. For the general interaction with the object and the lens,and for the navigation across the dataset, we designed the viewer behaviour in orderto reduce training time, by relying on analogs of common 2D Rotate-Scale-Translate(RST) gestures. For instance, two-finger pan and pinch are mapped to translation andscaling of the lens when the gesture starts inside the lens, and to pan an zoom of theimage otherwise.
Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show some rendering modes used to visualize the computedshape and material information from the two panel parts of the Retablo S. Bernardino.We show the computed SV-BRDF relighted with two different kind of light sources(i.e., directional and spot light); we also visualize some shape and material basedlayers and rendering modes, such as the normal, albedo and specular map, and themonochromatic rendering. Figure 6.5 shows how we can exploit the multi-layerednature of the computed data in order to inspect shape and material characteristics ofthe surface (e.g., normal map and surface roughness).
We perform a multi-layer visualization through a lens tool in a focus-and-context setup.The context consists in the rendering of the computed SV-BRDF by using spot (left)or directional (right) light, while within the lens we render a different layer or use adifferent rendering modes. Finally, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 illustrate the usage of thesystem on a large multitouch surface.
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Figure 6.6: Retablo S. Bernardino - Prophet Daniel - Interaction sequence on large
touch screen. Representative frames from an interactive session on a 98 inch touchscreen.

A video demonstration of the entire pilot, from acquisition to exploration, is availableon the project website at https://evocation.eu/videos/.

6.3 The Nora Stone
In the second pilot, we applied our acquisition, processing, annotation and visualizationpipeline to a the Nora Stone (Stele di Nora in Italian), an ancient Phoenician inscribedstone found at Nora on the south coast of Sardinia in 1773. The object is housed inthe National Archaeological Museum in Cagliari (Italy). One of the museum’s majorpurposes is to hold and preserve findings from the pre-Nuragic and Nuragic age tothe Byzantine age, including bronze statuettes from the Nuragic age, artworks andfindings related to the Phoenician settlement (the Nora Stone is one of them), andother objects (e.g., ceramics and jewels) from the Carthaginian, Roman, Italic, andByzantine culture. The Stone, whose dating varies from 850 to 725 BC, has a trapezoidalshape and is made of sandstone with a rough surface. The current, preserved visible areais 105cm tall. 49-59cm wide, and about 20cm thick. The stone is of large archaeologicalimportance, since many scholars claim that it is the oldest written document in Sardiniaand, possibly, in the entire Western Mediterranean region. Moreover, according towidespread interpretations, the stone contains the first attestation of the old name ofSardinia: “Shrdn”.
I carried out the acquisition on-site, together with my colleagues Ruggero Pintus andAntonio Zorcolo. The acquisition has been performed without moving the Nora Stonefrom the exhibition area. We darkened the capture area using dark cloths. We per-
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Figure 6.7: Retablo S. Bernardino - Piety of Christ - Interaction sequence on large touch
screen. Representative frames from an interactive session on a 98 inch touch screen.

formed a free-form MLIC acquisition, with a fixed 36.3 Mpixels DSLR FX Nikon D810Camera with a 50mm AF Nikkor Lens and a moved handheld white LED (5500K) coveringthe entire visible spectrum (Figure 6.8 left). We gathered more than 60 images forthe MLIC. The acquired data has been calibrated with four glossy spheres (for lightdirection), and with a white frame positioned around the object (see Figure 6.8 right),using the camera and light calibration method recently presented by Pintus et al. [116].The extraction of the shape and the optical material behaviour has been performedwith the same protocol that we used for the paintings (section 6.2), even though, inthis rather diffuse case, a simpler solution could have been applied to just extract thealbedo. The surface properties come directly from the sandstone material, and theonly added pigments are remains of old restoration attempts that tried to emphasizethe shape of the carved letters.
With the help of scholars in the humanities, we produced a series of layers of interestfrom the captured data and documented the model using an annotation graph. As forlayers, from the original data we produced the original albedo, a version of the albedomap without the color restoration intervention, and a version in which the inscriptionis digitally enhanced. We also produced monochrome maps to be used to emphasizethe geometry. Figure 6.9 show several relighting results. First, we show the unmodifiedcaptured shape and material relighted with a directional light source. Then, we showa monochromatic rendering, together with the normal map and the surface albedo.Finally, we present relightings of the two edited layers with removed or enhancedcoloring of the inscriptions. Figure 6.10 (left) shows two layers inspected at the sametime with a visualization lens.
The model is also enriched with structured annotations exploited to guide the user in ajourney through the model. For this use case, we used the simplified model presented
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Figure 6.8: Nora Stone acquisition. We performed an on-site free-form MLIC acquisition,with a fixed 36.3 Mpixels DSLR FX Nikon D810 Camera with a 50mm AF Nikkor Lens anda moved handheld white LED (5500K) covering the entire visible spectrum with morethan 60 images. The acquired data has been calibrated with four glossy spheres (forlight direction), and with a white frame positioned around the object

Figure 6.9: Stele di Nora - Multi-layered Representation. From left to right, top tobottom: relighting of the computed model by using a directional light; monochromaticrendering; normal map layer; diffuse/albedo map; two layers created by editing theoriginal layers, i.e., a standard rendering with a restored original rock without the lettercolors, and a map with highlighted letters.

in chapter 5, that arranges annotations in a multi-level hierarchy. As for the follow-upwork on Nivola [1], we have used the openlime framework, and with the support ofmy colleague Fabio Bettio, I have enriched the user interface to display a text boxwith visual and text information associated to each annotation in the area near thelens, and added buttons to navigate in the multi-resolution hierarchy. This approachoffers the possibility to follow a multiresolution linear flow with details on demand.The interface of the openlime viewer and editor is depicted in Figure 6.11, while theannotation workflow is presented in Figure 6.12.
We simplify user interaction by using a single virtual object (the visualization lens) asthe sole target for user manipulation. By moving or scaling the lens, the system jointlycontrols both a focus area and the camera of the surrounding view. Moreover, the lenshas an attached dashboard to trigger all interactively controlled actions, in particular
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Figure 6.10: Nora Stone - Lens-based visualization of the Annotated Multi-layered
model . Left: multi-layered visualization with standard rendering in the context vsnormal map inside the lens. Right: decorated lens with overlay annotation and itsdescription in a side box.

Figure 6.11: OpenLime viewer interface. The basic viewer is also used for editingannotations by placing the lens in the desired position, setting the viewing condition,and recording the annotation in a database.

for the navigation through annotations, or for switching from moving the camera orthe light for navigation or relighting. Each annotation is shown in overlay with itscorresponding text and/or image description. We always show the annotation overlayinside the lens, while the text/image description is visible only when the lens is steadyand inactive; it is presented in a box placed near, but outside, the lens. Figure 6.10(right) depicts a decorated lens showing the overlay annotation and enhanced layer inthe focus area, and the base layer in the context area.
This strong focus+context design, that simplifies user interaction by using a single virtualobject (a visualization lens) as the sole target for user manipulation, also enables theeffective support of large touch screens, where users close to the screen for manipu-lation purposes naturally focus on a small moving display area, using the rest of thedisplay as an immersive context in the visual periphery.
The overall interactive experience is also enriched by an automatic playback mode,which sequentially loops over the annotations one after the other. Figure 6.13) illustrates
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Figure 6.12: OpenLime viewer interface. Screenshots from the openlime annotationworkflow.

Figure 6.13: Nora Stone - Interaction sequence on large touch screen. Representativeframes from an interactive session on a 98 inch touch screen.

an interaction sequence on a 98 inch touch display through four frames extracted from alive recording. A video demonstration of the entire pilot, from acquisition to exploration,is available on the project website at https://evocation.eu/videos/.

6.4 Bibliographic notes
Major part of this chapter has been taken from my contribution to the EVOCATIONDeliverable D6.1 titled as ”Pilot: Capture and Replication for Cultural Heritage” [32].
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis has introduced novel techniques based on visualization lenses and
guidance to advance the state-of-the-art in interactive and scalable exploration
beyond plain visual replication. This final chapter provides a concise summary
of the achieved results and briefly discusses the potential directions for future
work.

7.1 Overview of achievements
In this thesis, I tackled the problem of improving the exploration of objects associatedwith additional data that provides insights on these objects. In my analysis of relatedwork (chapter 2), I have shown how that a very wide variety of use cases and applicationdomains require both the ability to combine 2D or 3D objects with annotations linkingregions of them to additional information, and to explore this resulting annotatedobjects for a variety of needs.
I studied these problems in the cultural-heritage-computing domain, focusing on thevery common and important special case of mostly planar, but visually, geometrically,and semantically rich objects. These could be generally flat objects (e.g., paintings, bas-reliefs), as well as visualizations of fully 3D objects from a particular point of views (e.g.,frontal or side views of buildings or statues). Selecting a precise application domain anda specific presentation mode allowed me to concentrate on the well defined use-caseof the exploration of annotated relightable stratigraphic models for local and remotemuseum presentation.
The analysis of the state-of-the-art at the beginning of my PhD work (chapter 2) showedthat, despite the fact that many solutions have been proposed for the creation, or-ganization, and display of annotations, several important open problems remained,including:
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• How to define relations not only between objects and annotations, but alsoamong annotations themselves in order to guide their presentation;
• How to define recommendation systems that exploit this graph representation todetermine which annotation to display based on the current interaction context;
• How to better display annotations to avoid clutter;
• How to guide the user within an annotated world with a suitable interface.

During the course of my thesis, with the invaluable and generous help of my mentorsand colleagues Enrico Gobbetti (Supervisor), Fabio Bettio, Fabio, Marton, and RuggeroPintus, I strived to consistently solve these problems through novel solutions buildingon the concepts of visualization lenses [26] and guidance [27]. In particular, my mainachievements have been:
• A novel technique for interactively controlling visualization lenses while auto-
matically maintaining a good focus-and-context visualization (chapter 3).

• A novel approach for avoiding clutter in the visualiation of an annotated model
and for guiding users towards interesting areas (chapter 4).

• A method for structuring audio-visual object annotations into a graph and for
using the graph to improve guidance and support automated tours (chapter 5).

7.2 Characterization of proposed solutions
The introduced solutions offer practical methods for clutter-free exploration of anno-tated models. The first presented approach (chapter 3) consists in a general enhancedinteraction controller that helps interactive exploration of a model with a lens by pro-viding a mapping, mediated by an interaction metaphor, that meaningfully links useractions on the inside or outside of lens to coordinated camera and lens motions thatsupport focus-and-context exploration. Our performance evaluation has shown thatthe method is intuitive, well received by users, and efficient for multi-scale exploration.
While the approach has been presented for exploration of annotated relightable strati-graphic models, the solution is general enough to be readily applied to other informa-tion visualization using lenses on a variety of 2D datasets. We expect, in particular,that it could replace standard camera and lens controllers in typical pan-and-zoom 2Dinterfaces.
The other two solutions build on this controller to provide an enhanced exploration ofannotated models. The first approach expands the usual flat database of annotationsattached to objects by associating to each annotation the best lens configuration forviewing it (chapter 4). This simple extension allows to exploit the database by looking forthe next-”best” lens in the database based on contextual information, guiding users inthe self-paced exploration of annotated 2D models. The presented results demonstratehow this technique leads to a new way of mixing casual interaction with storytellingfrom data. One important result in this area is that our approach of selecting the next
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best annotation to display and of differentiating between immediately displayableannotations and possible future annotation to display makes it possible to supporta variety of use cases, including direct display of one annotation at a time withoutclutter, suggestions for directing users towards interesting areas, as well as guided toursenriched with story-telling aspects.
Since flat databases do not permit to define relations among annotations, for examplefor prescribing whether some information has to be presented before some other dur-ing storytelling, we have further enhanced this approach by structuring the annotationdatabase in a graph (chapter 5) in which each graph node contains an annotation, inthe form of a visual and audio markup of the area of interest, as well as the optimal lensparameters that should be used to explore the annotated area and a scalar representingthe annotation importance, while directed graph edges are used, instead, to representpreferred ordering relations in the presentation of annotations, by having each nodepoint to the set of nodes that should be seen before presenting its associated annota-tion. We have shown how this graph can be exploited by a recommendation systemthat strives to preserve precedence relations while presenting context-dependent an-notations, using a presentation order which is dynamically dependent on lens position,navigation history and authoring information encoded in an annotation graph. Theintroduction of stochastic path selection that interprets context-dependent scores astransition probabilities makes it possible to increase the variability of exploration paths.Moreover, the user can freely mix personal/free exploration with automatic touring.

7.3 Future directions
Our very preliminary evaluation has shown the potential interest of the approach, butalso highlighted important areas for future research.
Lens Database & Exploration Path Both the flat database solution and the graphapproach are targeted towards the exploration of areas that fit well on a circular lens.They should, however, be refined when pointing at areas where linear or extendedfeatures should be explored. We plan to address this problem by storing at each nodenot only a single lens position, but a lens path for the exploration of the annotated area.This would require, however, also the redefinition of parts of the scoring system, tokeep into account the distance of the current lens to the stored lens path, rather to thestored lens with the same circular shape.
Extension to dependencies and annotated graph edges For the graph solution, de-pendencies only express simple precedence relations from one node to a set of prede-cessors. It would be interesting to explore whether the concept of dependencies couldbe expanded into a full logic language to improve storytelling features. Moreover, allthe annotation information is stored in the nodes, while the edges only express rela-tions. It would be interesting, especially for automatic tours, to evaluate how to includeannotations in the edges, for example to display information during the transition fromone node to the next.
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Extensions to 3D Datasets Our methods have been applied to 2D examples, but,in principle, they could be extended to 3D. An important avenue of future work istherefore the extension more general 3D visualization. For focus-and-context control,several solutions have been proposed to control lenses in screen-space (e.g., [112]–[114]or object-space (e.g., [75], [115]), but none of these techniques seamlessly supportsnavigation on multiple models with coupled lens and camera control. We have identifieddecal lenses [75], which act on patches of 2D manifolds built to attach smoothly tonon-flat surfaces, as a one of the most promising extensions, since we could extend ourapproach by sliding and scaling decals around the surface while maintaining enoughcontext visible. For guidance, the extension to 3D is also very interesting, but requiresconsiderable research. In particular, the various terms used for determining the nextbest lens would need to be adapted to 3D, in particular taking into account 3D visibility.A starting point could be the work done by Balsa et al. [97] for camera navigation.
Usability Evaluation While our techniques have been evaluated with users, our cur-rent evaluation was very preliminary, and focused mostly on extracting basic per-formance measures and getting data on user satisfaction, more work is required toobjectively assess the effectiveness of our user interface for specific tasks different thancasual inspection. Addressing this would require cognitive measures that are beyondthe scope of the thesis, and are an important avenue for future work.
Accessibility Features / UX For future applications, an overlooked area is the acces-sibility aspect of the use-cases, particularly considering users with special needs andmobility disabilities; user experience (UX) design considerations for various physicalheight ranges e.g., for short-heighted users like children (in case of tall-display-screensrestriction) and tall users (in case of accessing the features located in the lower parts ofthe display) would be interesting.
Annotations Authoring Finally, authoring, orthogonal to this work, also definitelydeserves attention. We currently just extended the viewer, that already allows users tomove the lens to interesting areas and to modify rendering parameters, in order to drawoverlay annotations with a simple image editor. We then store them in an annotationdatabase containing the lens and context area description, as well as the renderingparameters. For the method presented in chapter 5, the node table is then edited off-line by adding dependencies to nodes, and enriching the description of each annotationwith an audio recording. We have later provides support, within the OpenLime editor,for direct editing of dependencies within the viewer [1], but the methods employed,while usable by end users in the cultural heritage domain, as demonstrated by ourexamples, are currently still not immediate to use, as they require, for instance, tosearch for target annotation labels by name in the annotation database in order torecord dependencies. Such an approach puts a lot of burden in the user, and wouldbecome even more cumbersome in case of extension of the dependency logic. Severalworks have recently focused on the problem of (semantic) annotation and could serveas a basis for improving annotation creation [37], [39], [43], [50], [79], extending them,in particular, for annotation linking.
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7.4 Publications
The scientific results obtained during this PhD work also appeared in related publi-cations, for which I significantly contributed to the conceptualization, methodology,and validation of the developed method. These main publication, sorted by theirintroduction in this thesis, are the following:

• A novel approach for exploring annotated data with interactive lenses.Fabio Bettio, Moonisa Ahsan, Fabio Marton, and Enrico Gobbetti, ComputerGraphics Forum, 40(3): 387-398, 2021. Proc. EUROVIS 2021.DOI: 10.1111/cgf.14315 — View PDF.— This is the original work forming the basis of my core concepts on interactivelycontrolling visualization with focus-and-context (chapter 3) and avoiding clutterin an annotated model while interactively guiding users towards interesting areasin the object of interest (chapter 5).
• Guiding Lens-based Exploration using Annotation Graphs.Moonisa Ahsan, Fabio Marton, Ruggero Pintus, and Enrico Gobbetti. In Proc.Smart Tools and Applications in Graphics (STAG). Pages 85-90, October 2021.DOI: 10.2312/stag.20211477 — View PDF.
*Honorable mention in best paper award category at STAG 2021.— This work originally introduced the concept of graphs for structuring theannotation database in order to express preferences for lens-based navigation.

• Audio-visual annotation graphs for guiding lens-based scene exploration.Moonisa Ahsan, Fabio Marton, Ruggero Pintus, Enrico Gobbetti, In the SpecialSection on STAG21, Computers & Graphics, May 2022.DOI: j.cag.2022.05.003 — View PDF.— This article is a significant extension of our STAG2021 contribution that intro-duced a new representation of graph dependencies, that makes it possible toexpress hierarchical grouping and levels of abstraction, an improved scoring sys-tem that best preserves the ordering relations by exploiting topological distancein the annotation graph, an improved state machine for intuitive transition be-tween interactive control and auto-touring features, and the seamless handlingof audio markups (chapter 5).
In addition, during the course of my thesis, I have also contributed to the followingrelated publications, which have not been included in this work:

• Web-based Exploration of Annotated Multi-Layered Relightable Image ModelsAlberto Jaspe Villanueva, Moonisa Ahsan, Ruggero Pintus, Andrea Giachetti, andEnrico Gobbetti, ACM Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage, 14(2): 24:1-24:31, May 2021.DOI: 10.1145/3430846. — View PDF.— The work on this paper was the preliminary introduction to my researchdomain for this thesis. I contributed to the paper on the generation of data andevaluation.
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• Exploiting Neighboring Pixels Similarity for Effective SV-BRDF Reconstruction
from Sparse MLICsRuggero Pintus, Moonisa Ahsan, Fabio Marton, and Enrico Gobbetti, In The 19thEurographics Workshop on Graphics and Cultural Heritage, November 2021.DOI: 10.2312/gch.20211412. — View PDF.
*Best paper award at GCH 2021.— The work describes an efficient approach for creating relightable models fromcalibrated multi-light collections. Here, I mainly supported the capture of dataand support in conducting tests. The technique has been used for generating allthe input datasets that are then explored with the techniques presented in thisthesis.

• Ebb & Flow: Uncovering Costantino Nivola’s Olivetti Sandcast through 3D Fabri-
cation and Virtual Exploration.Moonisa Ahsan, Giuliana Altea, Fabio Bettio, Marco Callieri, Antonella Camarda,Paolo Cignoni, Enrico Gobbetti, Paolo Ledda, Alessandro Lutzu, Fabio Marton,Giuseppe Mignemi, and Federico Ponchio, In The 20th Eurographics Workshopon Graphics and Cultural Heritage, November 2022.DOI: 10.2312/gch.20221230 — View PDF.— This paper is simplified refinement of [29] that has been applied to the ex-ploration of a very large annotated artwork (Nivola’s Olivetti Sandcast). In thisuse case, the graph is restricted to a tree. I contributed with the integrationand tuning of the presented techniques within the openlime framework, underdevelopment at CRS4 and ISTI-CNR.

7.5 Demonstration videos
In the context of the EVOCATION project, I have also illustrated the outcomes of myresearch in the following demonstration videos that are available on the project website at the URL evocation.eu/videos/:

• Scalable exploration of complex objects and environments beyond plain visual
replication: Joint Camera and Lens Control for Focus-and-Context Exploration— Demo video.Demonstration of the technique presented in chapter 3

• Scalable exploration of complex objects and environments beyond plain visual
replication: Assisted and automatic navigation in an annotated model — Demovideo.Demonstration of the technique presented in chapter 4

• Scalable exploration of complex objects and environments beyond plain visual
replication: Pilot: Acquisition, reconstruction, and exploration of paintings
from retable of San Bernardino. — Demo video.Demonstration of the painting pilot discussed in chapter 6
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• Scalable exploration of complex objects and environments beyond plain visual
replication: Pilot: Acquisition, reconstruction, and exploration of Stele di Nora.— Demo video.Demonstration of the Nora Stone pilot discussed in chapter 6
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